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This report describes results from a progrem to investigate the
stabilizing influence of acoustic cavities on acoustic modes of
combustion instability-- The p_rlmary objective of the program
'was to develop sufficient understandingj and the necessary data#
concerning cavity behavior so that these cavities can be effectively
!i_ designed for combustion stabilization.
:_il
_ During this program, several areas•of investigation were pursued:
•.... Increased analytical capability was developed by removing or
:_ improving some of the previously_used approximations and allow ...... •
::,_ ing for additional effects and configurations. Test firings '
_ii_'_ were made to experimentally define an optimum slot width (slot |
::_i width corresponding to maximum damping); modifications have been -
made to the analytical model to improve the ability to predict the
,., optimum slo_ width. Also_ test firings have been made to investi-
gate the effects of cavity location and of cavity multiplicity ........
". (multiple rows of resonators ) on stability. Detailed cavity
temperature measurements hawe been made. Analytical and sub-scale
experimental studies of unconventional cavity configurations (which :-
emphasize hardware constraints ) have been made; full-scale stability
tests with these cavities have been made. Eull_scale testa were
also made to investigate the effec_ of varying_the film coolant flow-
rate and nominal operating conditions on cavity stabilization.
Results from all phases of the program provide a substantial basis
for cavlty design. The utility of these cavities has_again been
demonstrated. Dynamic stability of the engine was obtained with a
wide range of cavity configurations and conditions.
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ARABIC SYMBOLS
(1)
a = coefficient defined by Eq. 35
mn _
c = isentropic sound velocity in main chamber
cs = isentropic sound velocity in slot
F(zIzo) = function defined bM Eq. 6
G(_ Ir_O) = Green's function
j = (.i)'/_
J (x) = Bessel function of first kind and order m -
m
J_(_) : dJml_ [
k = _tc .
1/2
tk2 2 2/km_
= , - _mn/rwi
ks = _/cs
£ = length of main chamber
£e = effective...length '#
i
_s = depth of acoustic slot
L = chamber length _,i.
I
Lr = resonator cavity length !_
m = integer
i
A "
Ms = peak oscillatory Mach number in_Slot
Ms = steady-flow Mach number in aperture _,
_j = steady-flow Mach number in chamber t
xvil
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n = integer
= unit normal vector pointed outward
= .oscillatorypressure, complex
= oscillatory pressure amplitude
Pi = _ at closed end of cavity
:i Po = _ at open end of cavity
r = radial coordinate
A A
_"_ rp = Po/Pi
rs = radius of slo_j
r -- radius of chamber wall
w
_ _ = position vector
_-_ S = surface area of acoustic cavity
t = time
;_ Tc = temperature in main chamber i
.. Ts = temperature in cavity
" _s = oscillatory velocity at slot entrance
w = slot width
&
W = resonator cavity width
y = specific s_Imittancer
Yl = injector-end admittance
YN = nozzle-end admittance
Ym() -- Bessel function of second kind.amd order m
Y (x)= dYJ x
!.
i z -- axial coordinate; also, acoustic impedsa_ce
xviil
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'. GREEK SYMBOLS
= damping coefficient, imaginary part of
%n = root of dJmC_mnl/d%n = O
i
_N = _ of Nth mode
= complex angular frequency, _ =_ !.,_ 7 heat cap city atio
P = empirical coefficient, Eq. ii
i;'::ii % = 1 for m = O_ 2 for m ¢ 0
:i _ = specific impedance, z/pc
•. 0 = specific resistance; also, angular coordinate
i.ii.'i_ii-:!!! 01 = Specific resistance based on pc of main chamber
_!;.i_:;.'../.i 0 = specific resistance of slot
..,/-;.:......._ s
": .:":_" _ = defined by Eq. 44......
. _ •..i "•.
•.-_ ...., _' = integer
•.;.._.:,ii:_.
,.. :.. : ._.;_.. _i
::;',;i:: _(1) = ith approximation to pressure
.-.. P = time averaged density in combustion chamber _
(pc)s = denslty-sound velocity product in slot or cavity i_
= standard deviation........
$ = _r_c, the eigenvalue I.
× = cavityreactance,X= ×' * J×" i
x1 = (O )sOS/oo
• .,/i _m = defined by Eq. 36
_n = definedby Eq. 36
"_: xix
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_TRODUCTION AND SU_Y
Acoustic modes of combustion instability in a rocket engine can be prevented
through the use of acoustic absorbers. These absorbers are comprised of
acoustic resonators distributed in some manner along the interior walls of
@
a thrust chamber. One such arrangement, which is particularlp attractive .............................
from a_design and manufacturing standpoint, is a single row_of_acoustic
,.. resonators along the_eripher_ of the injector. The term "acoustic cavity"
_; has been loosel_ used to describe this simple arrangement of resonatocs,
.. generallp quarter wave resonators. A typical acoustic cavity arrangement
.....•, is shown schematically in Fig. i. These cavities are simpl_ narrow slots,
'either a_ or radial_ directed,with unifom cross-sectional area. The
•. slots are partitioned to prevent circumferential flow of hot gases. How- _
•_.,...i__ ever, interest is not restricted to these simple slots. Ar_ form of acoustic ,
resonator should be useful, although some forms may be more effective than
._i others,
i. This report describes results .fro,,, a program to investigate the stabilizing _.
•. influence of acoustic cavities. The primary objective of the program was to
develop sufficient understanding, and the necessary dataj concerning cavity
behavior so that these cavities can be effectivel_ designed for combustion
stabilization.
The current investigation is baaed heavily on results frem, and i_ largely
a continuation of a previous study perfomed as part of the L_ Ascent Engine
program, which is described in Rsf. 1 and 2. During that study substantial- ....
progress was made concerning the in_uence of cavities on stability and
00000001-TSBO8
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how to design thmm. Further, the stabilization effectiveness of acoustic
cavities was demonstrated. An analytical model was developed to predict
the damping provided by a cavity. Also, subscale tests were made with a
1 combustion-drlven oscillator, a T-burner, to measure the high-amplitude
li
acoustic characteristics of the cavity. In addition, a number of full-
. scale hot firings were made with LM-ascent-engine-type hardware and with an
unbaffled injector. During this previous program, dynamic stability was
obtained with five different cavity arrangements while instability was
• easily triggered without the cavity.
During the current pro_qgram,several areas of investigation have been pursued:
.ii_ i, Increased analytical capability _as developed by removing or improving some
i/i_il_, of the previously_used approximations and allowing for additional effects " |a
•.• _ and configurations. Test firing_ were made to experimentally define an
'/ optimum slot width; modifications have been made tcthe analytical model to l
• 'i'ii_:' improve the ability to predict the optimum slot widths_ Also, test firings
_":"_!_'_..:_ hav_ made to investigate the effects of cavity location and of cavity "
' multiplicity (multiple rows of resonators) on stability. Detailed cavity
t_perature measurements have been made. Analytical and sub-scale experi-
mental studies of unconventional cavity configurations (which emphasize
hardware constraints)have been made; _All-scalestability tests with these
cavities havebeen made. Full-scale tests were also made to investigate
the effect of vary. the film coolant flowrate aud nominal operating con- ........
ditions on cavity stabilization.
O0000001-TSBIO
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For convenience the program was divided into three phases: Phase I - Develop
_i Design Criteria s was comprised of an analytical study_ a subscale experimentalstudy, and a full-scale experimental study. Phase II - Unconventional Cavity
I!_ Testing, involved a fall scale test series (originally a series of tests to
,, verify desi_u procedures was planned but this series was later deleted in.............favor of the unconventional-cavity series). Phase lit -+Film Cooling and
b
} Off-Nomlnal Testing, involved additional full scale testing to evaluate the
• indicate_.effects. ..................................................................................................
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
• /' .
The anal_ical effort was directed toward strengthening the ana_ical model
_' for cavity damping developed during the previous program. The pr_cipal
_i_i:!- weakness of the model was the Inabili_ to predict the observed cavity width _
Ji _• (open area) corresponding to maximum damping or stability. _4aJor improve-• //'i
,_.... meritshave been made in the accuracy with which the equations comprising
;i . _i._._ l
_ i:'i:;! the model_are solved. Approximate criteria were developed to assure coA_-
_"i_._: vergence of series expressions appearlng in the model. Uncertainties rela-
•_. tive to aperture en_ corrections and average impedance values were removed.
The model was extended to specifically include radial_ directed cavities.
The effects of combustion driving and various loss processee_ere slnmtlatedto
some extent by introducing gain/loss t_pe _.undar7 conditions. The most
significant inrprove_ent in accuracy was obtained b_ intr_duci_g an iterative_
approximation. _hese improv_nents allowed the model equations to be aoeuratel_r
" solved.
O0000001-TSB11
The model was found to properly predict the observed cavity width corresponding _
_. to maximum damping or stability if a cavity-impedance amplitude parameter
A
' pp/Tpo was chosen large enough. This corresponds to the amplitude for which
the cavity is designed and is considered to be a satisfactory explanation of
observed behavior. As currently developed, this mod_l is considered well suited
for the design of all kinds of acoustic absorbers. It forms to basis of the
!!!._ recommended design approach.
Moreover, analytical studies were made of unconventional cavity configurations.
An analytical model was developed for a rather general cavity configuration.
It was demonstrated that an "L" shaped resonato, exhibits both Helmholtz_and........
!
quarterwave-type resonances which allows a single cavity to be tuned within
limits to damp two m__es of instability. Also, it was shown that a quarter-
wave resonator occupies a minimum volume relative to Helmholtz and intermediate
resonators with the same open area and resonant frequency. In many cases,
_ unconventional cavities offer significant advantages over conventionsl configura-
tions. ._
'" i_
Subscale tests were made, using the T-burner to investigate cavity damping
and impedance with (i) multiply tuned cavities and (2) unconventional cavities.
The results were not entirely satisfactory but do provide some support for the
analytical formulation. The data indicate that multiply tuned cavities can be
used to increase damping _ndwidth. In addition, needed cavity impedance information
was obtained from the u_oonventional cavity tests.
iA
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Four different series of _ull-scale test firing were made to investigat_ various
cavity effects on stability. During the Phase I full scale testing, the in-
fluence of cavity width, axial location and multiplicity on engine stability
were measured. The results indicate a relatively large range of cavity dimen-
sions exists which will effect stability. No slot width up to 1.0 inches was
found "too" wide to stabilize the engine; the maximum effective slot width
was not reached during the program. In addition, the engine was readi_
stabilized with radial_ directed slots located up to 1.0 inches (mldwidth)
"_! downstream from the injector face; thus,_the stabilization ability of the slot
_/_ is not highly sensitive to axial position as some previous data had suggested.
Moreover, the engine was also stabilized with two and three slot combinations;
however, the on_ evident advantage of multiple slots over a simple slot with
_!i equivalent open area is to introduce multiple resonant-frequencies of the
.. cavities. Further£ore, during these tests the influence of engine operating i
;, conditions was removed by precise control of the engine mixture ratio and
..? chamber pressure, i
': :_ The influence of operating conditions on cavity stabilization was investigated
during the off nominal test series. The test results exhibit a gradual and
consistent variation of stability with _4xture ratio and chamber pressure.
These results probablp reflect siu_ a Variation in the instability driving
processes rather than a cavity effect.....The stabili_ation ability of a cavity
does not appear high_ sensitive to engine operating conditions.
I
The influence of the film coolant flow rate on cavity stabilization was also
ir_watigated. The stability results indicate little influence, if any, of
film coolant flowrate over the range investigated. The observed weak dependence
of cavity stabilization on film coolant flowrate removes concern for a degrada-
tion of stability accompanying increased film coolant flowrate which has been
observed with acoustic linera_
The stabilization ability of four different unconventional_cavity configura--
tions (two '_" shaped and two intermediate configurations) was_evaluated.
All four produced dynamic stability. This demonstrated effectiveness allows
greater design flexibility to be introduced and more efficient utilizatiorLof i
!
available space. Moreover, some stability gains were achieved; the 0.3-inch- ._
I
wide intermediate cavity stabilized the enginewhereas none of the 0.3-inch-
wide conventional cavities completely stabilized the engine. Furthermore, I
the unconventional cavities were designed for two.widely separated cavity
Itemperatures and, thereby, resonant frequencies. Nevertheless, all of them
stabilized the engine, a result which suggests a substantial stability margin. _ i
!
Relatively detailed cavity temperature measurements were made during essentially
all hot firings. The resultant temperature data appear more precise and con-
sistent thananypreviously available. These data can be averaged with
greater confidence than previously. N_reover_ the influence on cavity tempera- _'
ture of cavity width and depth, and of engine operating conditions and film
coolant flowrate are reasonably clear from the data. Furtherj the data-frem
the uncenventional cavities suggest the temperatures therein are largely
equivalent to those in conventional cavities.
7 _
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iDuring this program a low-cost bc_b was dexeloped which exhibits the same
yield as previous bombs_ut with a substantial cost saving.
Results from all phases of theprogram provide a substantial basis for cavity
design. The utility of t_hese_cavitieshas again been demonstrated.
!
:3
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ANALYTICAL STUDIES
An analytical approach, described in Ref. i, for the analps!s and de_sign.
of acoustic absorbers was developed_during the LM ascent engine acoustic
cavity study. This approach involves ana_icaliy estimating _ damping
contribution provided by the absorber, the contribution being expressed as a!
temporal damping coefficient. During the current program, analytical studies
were performed to strengthen the previously developed approach and to anal_ze
contributory processes relating to cavity damping. The approach is based
on the use of an approximate separation of contributory processes and,
i!ill further, of a quasilinear representation of the oscillatory behavior so that ,
I__ the analytical methods of acoustic theory may be employed. With theseapproximations a relatively tractable analytical representation of cavity
I
effects is obtained. Although it may be desirable to eliminate these .
approximations in favor of a more nearly exact approach, a more nearly
IA
lcomplete nonlinear analytical model is likely to be unwieldy and intractable;
'ii therefore, its utility would be restricted. ,
I
Calculation of a dampir_ coefficient requires analytical representations
for both the_wave motion_in the combustion chamber and that in the cavity
itself.
ANALYTICALMODEL
The analytical model developed to describe the stabilizing effeot of the
cavity was based on the calculation of a temporal damping coefficient con_
tributlnnarising from the absorber. This parameter is believed to most 1
strongl_vreflect the stabilAzing effect of the cavities. The dampir_ coeffi- _
9 .....
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cient was chosen because, if a system of equations describing the low-
amplitude (1/near) wave motion in a combustion chamber including the effects
of combustion was solved, a time dependence would be obtained for each made
of the form:
e- cos _N t ...........................................................................................................................................................................................
The overall damping coefficient is _N and the oscillatory frequency is
_N/2_ . If _N is negative, the system is unstable and the amplitude grows
exponentially. _he_ore, _N is approximatel_ the s_n of a series of
contributions, i.e.,
= %.i z
where driving processes contribute negative 's and damping processes.....
_Ni i
contribute positive values. EquAtion i was developed and explained more
_ Ref__l; it is also discussed by Hart (Ref. 3).. The utility of ;
this approach is that a good estimate of particular contributionsto this..................................._
sum, e.g., a contribution due to an acoustic cavity, is obtained fran an
anal_sis which neglects othergains and losses. Consequentl_Lthe analytical
model was based on the calculation of a damping coefficient contributionj _'
an _Nj' due to the cavitT, while ignoring other galn and loss processes.
These other processes are, general_, too poor_ m_:terstood to Justify _ ,
attempts to calculate the remaining _Nivs. Therefore, it is ass_ned that.
the overall _N will be positive and the engine stable if the contribution_
due to the cavities is made..."la.rge enough." _e da_ ooeffioier_ due to
the acoustic cavities is'believed to be the bes_ available mes_ure o_ tba
stabilizing effect of the cavities, evan under high ampi£tude (nonlinear)
conditions,
%
i0
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iThe damping coefficient may be suitably estimated by a calculation that
neglects other gain and loss effects, an approach which is widely used in
studies of solid-propellant instability. Toward this end, it is appropriate
to solve the wave equation for a chamber of the size end shape of the com-
buetion chamber. This solution is complicated somewhat by the fact that
the boundary condition, the wall impedanceLis nonuniform; therefore, the
equation cannot be solved by the usual separation of variables. A suitable
alternate technique is to convert the wave equation and boundary conditions
to an integral equation and obtain an approximate solution to the latter
equation by a variational techniqu_e,as suggested by Morse end lugard
(Ref. 4,Pg-561). The integral equation can be solved by other techniques,
but the variational method is probably the most suitable.
The demping coefficient is obtained by solving the wave equation:
2 •
c _t2 (2) _-
subject to the boundary conditions:
I -j at cavity
~ = (3)
P 0 _ elsewhere .. :_
where _ is the oscillatory pressure, c is maiu-ch-mber sound velecity_
is the specific _pedance of the cavity, and _ is the complex
frequency. The _is appl.4.,ee eq_ well to _-.of resonators
if an appropropriate i_ed_oe expreSsion.is used.
!.
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An alternate derivation of the integral equ_t%@n n__ybe obtained by employing
a series of separated solutions.........Thia alternate approach is less general and
flexible than the former but has the advantage of not requiring the introduc-
tion of a Green's function at the outset._pproach may be illustrated
_: for a cylinder with rigid walls except for one end (z = L) which has an
arbitrary boundary condition. The separation-of-variables technique is used
without initially applying the boundary condition for the nonrigid end. A
i sum of the resultant solutions is then used in an effort to satisfy the re-
- maining boundary condition. Thus, a solution is sought of the form
,':, _= _ (%nCOS me+ bmmsin me)cos kmmZ Jm(_mur/rw) (7)
mtn 'I
where anm and bnm a_e undetermined coefficients.
i_t
_': The pressure gradient at z = L may be obtained by differentiation, i.e.,
I/ \
L/i
Z= _'=';D. mD. _D,
By treating this gradient as known,, the coefficients amn and _n may be ob-
tained from orthogon&llty of the functions, thus
=. C93 .
/%n2-m2\
(m _mn _ 2 ,,",,
inn
The coefficient bran is similar but with cos m e o replaced by sin m e o"
Equation (7) then becomes
L .........
k= . _
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i This equation is identical with the equation obtaimed by inserting Eq. (6)
into Eq. (_) (with z < zo and zo --)L). Esssntiall_j this approach is
slmply an alternat_eway of definir_ a Grosses_function. However, it may be
'i .
more appealing to individuals who are rutland.liar with Green)s f_mctions.
":.. Through application of a variational proQedur_ S%l_KOSt_ by _rse (Rof. A)
: : Pg_561)_ a characteristic equation was obtained from Eq. 4 , i.e.,
. .-
•;./" -"
:, where y = '_ and an a_roximate pressure distribution at_the slot (eigen-
!";"...,._ function) of the form A _ has been employed for the variati_, the value
' q:_..il of A being optimized by the variation.
...!"
•..... For ma _ d_eeted slot located in the _Jeu'_r face, with the pressure
distributic_ for the no-slot case used for g_ and _nn cavity
impedance t Eq. 11 becomes
2%2 cot ,2 . ,_ _ (_)
,k*._ .. z_, _/ . (z_)• . W 11
A_
t
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> •
/.
ii
i! :::i" where
[ rl
i m
i , 1)
" .. A relatedbut differentexpressionis obtainedfor a radiallydirectedslot.
' The dampingcoefficientis obtainedby solvingEq. (Ii) for _, the complex
':::!:.i:: frequencies(eigenvalues)_ahich$atisfzthe equati_on_;...................................................................
•." .,.. mr ar
•:: W W
=- + J T (_).".. i:,':' 0 c
'.:::i:",_.
"""!:_: where _ is %he angularfrequencyof the mode and _ is the dampingcoefficient
:i:::;:.i:iiilji: for tha_node___Conventional root-findlng %ec_miques (Newton's method) are
_:;":" • "'3'
•..:.-.;;:_, employedto solve Eq._2)but a cavityimpedanceexpressionis required.
:..: ..,'?
• ... :.'s --
:::i_:!iii:.I The wave motions in the cavity and in the main ch_ber are coupled through
i.:i,::."' the impedanceexpression,which is an ana_ical representationof the wave
..:._" motion in the cavity. A constant (uniform) cavity impedance is convenient _
to uSe but, nevertheless,it is an approximation.....Alternate_v,rather than _
introducingthe impedance,continuityof the oscillatorypressureand velocity .
(normal component) can be required as done in the ana_sis of baffled chambers
(Ref.6). However,this furthercomplicatesthe analysisand, therefore,the
• cavity impedancehas been used.
• ._- .
i /.
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_' Acoustic Impedance of the Cavit_
-ii;
Thus, through the use of appropriate impedance axpresslons, the damping to be
expected from a_v form of acoustic resom_tor map be ca!_culated. However,
the resonator functions in an enviror_ent enormousl_ different from most ....
acoustic applications; to be appropriate the impedance expression must per-
tain to__thisenvironment. Appropriate impedance expressions are available
for Helmholtz resonators because extensiv_ work has been done with these
reso_atn_R _nr use in acoustic liners.
Must less relevant work has been done with quarterwave resonators and even
less has been done with generalized variations of these. The earliest re-
ported impedance measurements relating to quarterwave resonators were ob-
tained during the LM ascent engine acoustic cavity studp (Ref. i). Apparentl_,
/:i;- no other data have been published. Recentl_, some experimental activity has |
bed+n+r.eportedas in progress at Princeton (Ref. 7), but no data areyet
+
;_. available. In addition, a theoretical analpsis was briefly described in "
" Ref. 7 .to obtain a "_ime=averaged" acoustic admittance. Because this time- .......
averaged admittance was not in a form amenable to read_ comparison with the
Rocketdyne data_ no attempt has pet been made to use it.
Two i_portant experimental observations affect the development of impedance
expressions for acoustic cavities: (1) the is_ce is nonlinear (varies
with the local oscillatory amplitudes) but_ (2) the n_onlinearit_is prlnci-
pa_ confined to the resistive portion of the i_edance. The second obser-
vation is based on the extensive results avaAlab.lefor Hel_helt_ resonators;
these results indicate the reactance portion Of the impedance is _n_ weak_
6 ,_.
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dependent on amplitude. Furthennore_ the non_uear resistance has been found
to be simply proport.ional to the amplitude of the oscillatory Mach number in ......
the aperture. The_e two observations were used during the current program
and during the I_ ascent engine cavity study to formulate expressions for
quarterwave resonators and later for more general configurations. The fol-
lowing paragraphs expand upon these remarks.
For a Hel_holtz resonator, the commor_l_,used specific impedance expression
may be written as(Ref. 8).
where _o is the angular resonant frequency Of the absorber, ee is the
effective length of the aperture and _o = _o rJc. This impedance exhibits
an amplitude dependence (nonlinearity) at amplitudes of interest for combustion
stabilization. Fortunatel_, that nonlinearity is confined, principal_, to _
the specific resistance, e1. The linear reactance expression (the imaglnary
term) pertains at high amplitudes with some adjustment in the effective _
aperture length, be (which also affects %). _
t
In the amplitude range of luterestj the linear resistance (effect of viscous
and ther_al_losses) is negligible relative to...thenor.llnearresistance..._Fur-
ther, in the absence of steady flow through or past the aperture of a Helmholtz
resonator_ the nonlinear resistance is proportional to the amplitude of the
oscillatory _ach number (peak Mach number) in the aperture. This amplitude
dependence has been confirmed both experimental_V and ana_ieal_ (Ref. 9).
This nonlinear resistance, associated with an ener_ loss, appea_s to anise
from oscillatory jet losses at each end of the aperture. That is, an osciJ.la-
o
17
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r:
: tory Jet is formed in the aperture which tends to degrade oscillatory energy
into turbulence or some other acceptable form. The positive resistance
implies that oscillatory energy is removed from the n_.deof interest; but.
it is unnecessary for current purposes to know the form of the converted
energy as long as it is not that of a new instability mode.
Thus, the nonlinear impedance of a }'elmholtz resonator is composed of a
+ nonlinear resistance, due to Jet losses, and a linear reactance, at least
:..+ in form. Because a similar oscillatory Jet should be formed with an acoustic ...........
!ii_ cavity (q_arterwave resonator), it is certai_l_ reasonable to expect the:
impedance of the acoustic cavity to exhibit oisLtlAr impedance character.
,+
;i_i.!_i..i Therefore, the reactance _expansion ea_ be obtained by solving the wave equa-
tion for the eavitj. By adding a nonlinear resistance term, a specific-
• impedance expression is obtained. For a partitioned, straight slot it is ..
'+:+ii
+': _ " ez" J oc cot (_)+
+..j.
:i_...
_+':" The specific resistance, e i' is written as
iii +
_:.: (Oc)s ^
• e_ (i?)-- "----- P M.pc s
where _ is the peak Mach number at the +oPen+end of the slot and r is re- .+
garded as an e_pirical coefficient, For Helmhottz resor£tors E = 1.0___
rough_; beeause a Jet can form at both ends of the aperture with a Hel_hol_L
resonator, but only _one end with & slot, a w_lue of F= 0.5 Was a_ticipated
for the slot. A value ef r = 0.6 was obtained frcQ subscale (T-burne_)
measur_euts (Refo i). Furthermore, the T-burner data supported the-functional-
relationship shown in Eq. 16.
18 ......
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i _ The resistance expression shown in Eq. 17, with the indicated values of F,
• .,._
i is appropr_ia_tewh_en no steady flow exists eitherthroughor past the slot.
I
Based on empirical case results from Helmholtz r,:son_tors(Ref. i0) the effect
of steady through-flow is expected to be_ approximatelp
(_c}s
" °I" p-v-r +M) (18)
,,"':i": where Ms is the steadythrough-flowMach number. Accordingto currently
._. used correlationsfor acousticliners,cross-flowis expectedto increase
•.:i!.. the value of F, the increase being related to steady cross-flow Math number
i!: (Ref.iz).
'_':':_ Equation 16 is restricted to partitioned cavities because th_ wave m_tion
.._.i_.i_...ii:!:! in the cavity was assumed to be one dimensional. Related equations could be |
•_:.i,._- developed for the unpartitioned case_ however_ this case is of little prac-
....._::_" tical interest because such a cavity would probably suffer erosion problems =.}i! :'_
:}:_/_:_,_,: due to hot_gascirculation. The partitionsin the cavityshouldbe spaced
_:;:_!' at a distance which.is relatively s_ compared with a wave-length, based ._
.ii?ii.i' on the main chamber sound velocity, :'
At times, it is of interest to use radlal_ directed acoustic cavities with .......................
unifor_width partitions_ in which case of course, the cavities do not have
a uniform cross-sectioned area. For this case the reactance _ession_ : ........................__
becomes
., XI (PC)s Jo(ksrl) Yo(ksr2) -J_(ksr2) Yo(ksrl)
.- = " p---_-" j_(ksrz) ¥o(ksr2). Oo(ksr2) ¥_(ksrl) (19)_
i . _
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where rI and r2 are the inner a_d outer radii of the cavity,respectively.
Equation19 is difficultto use for practicalcalculations_use the argu-
i
i ments of the Beseel functionsare conq01ex;however,if the Bessel functions
i
! are approximatedby asymptoticexpansionsfor large arguments,Eq. 19 becomes
(°Cls (20)
Xl = co¢ k (r 2 - r t), pc s
-. Equation20 is equivalentto the reactanceexpressionused in Eq. 16. There-
: fore, Eq. 16 is regardedas suitablefor radiallydirectedas well as axially
+ directedcavities.
;i Eq. 10 was developed with the assumption that the demsity and sound velocity
_ ._
._!'; (temperature_were umifom throughoutthe slot, but differentfran the main
... chamber values. The same ass_nption is used in acoustic liner work. However,
.--+i thermoco_le data from the full-scalefiringsshow that a temperaturegradient
i_ii: oA_en, b_ut not always, ooctms from the open-to-closed ends of the slot. Less
_:.:i severe temperature variations from cavity-to-cavity were also observed. •
• These kinds of te=peraturevariationsalter the cavity i=pedanoeand co_li-
care the analysis. If the cavityte=peratureis asst=aedto vary fro= cavity,........................
to-cavity,but to be unifor=in each individualcavity,a characteristic
equationmap be obtainedfro=Eq, Ii, as before,but the resultantequation
containsa doubleeuneu_tionratherthan the single su= obtainedpzeviously
(Ref. 1). In principle, this case is not different from_the mmifora-impedanee
.... equation;however,it is fa_ more tlae oonsumAl_ to solve.
2O
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iIf the ta_oeratureis assumedto vary from the open to closed ends of the
cavity,but not from cavity-to-eavity,the _'_.form.-i_ed_ce characteristic
equation,F_. 12, may be used with a modified i_edanoe expression. However,
an appropriate impedance expression is more difficult to obtain. The general
temperature distribution cannot be handled in a simple manner because, for
steep temperature gradients, the conservation equations cannot be linearized
4
in the usual manner to obtain the wave equation. Nonethelessj two limiting
cases can be handled in a tractable manner: a weak temperature gradient and
: two regionsof uniformtemperatureseparatedby a discontinuity. In each of
these cases the wave equationcan be used.
:i}i For the discontinuouscase, the wave equationmay be appz_ximate_vsolved 1
employingthe longwavelengthapproximationto give a new reactanceexpres-
• 1
_: :
sion,
"_"_ CpC)s " _L _,_j,... l
:':_"i_: (pc) s cos _L _ c Sin- sinc cos (pc) c Ss Cc Cs
X1 = c Cs ]
' -" (Oc) s S _L _A (21) ..,_. pc _L sin _ + c sin _ cos
cos_-- _-- (pc)c s °
._.: C S S Cc Cs
I
_here allowancehas been made for the possibilityof a change in cross-
sectionalarea as well as temperatureat a distanceL from the closedend
of the cavity. _he overallslot depth is L + _.
Perhapsthe simplestweak-gradient+caseis a linearvariationit,sound
velocity. _e wave equationmay be solvedto give still anotherreactance
expression,
X1 "" _ - ' (_2)____.............................(%_- %)(1  4_z) ,_
21 _-A
! ,|
.- ....... ..,
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where
2 B2L2 I
m =
(Cs " CC)2""
and the sound velocity varies linearl_ from c at the closed end to c
c s
at the open end of the slot.
Although neither of these temperature distributions accurately represent the
actual temperature variation, the impedance expressions obtained from them
should be sufficient to show the qualitative, at leasts effect of the temper-
ature variation.
Calculated Damuim_
Because the specific resistance is amplitude dependent, the linear analysis
of the combustion chamber described previously is not strictl___d._ Never-
i
theless, the nonlinearity appears sufficiently weak that a quasilinear inter-
iproration is satisfactory. Thus, the damping coefficient is calculated with • .the linear equations, but the result depends on the local amplitudes at the
cavity entrance. Moreover, the amplitudes should be restricted to l_vels
less than 20 percent (peak to peak) of chamber pressure becauSe.the wave
equation is not adequate for higher amplitudes (Ref...3), These apI_oXl--. "
mations are not regarded as high_ restrictive but should not be _o_ed.
r
Damping coefficients have been calculated for a variety of cavity configura_
tions from the model comprised of foregoing chamber and cavity equations.
Typical results are shown in Fig. 2 for an _-lly directed slot located_at___
m
the periphery of the Injector. _heSe curves Were caleulated during the
|.
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_. Figure 2. Effect of Slot Width on Flrs_ Tangential Mode-
: (Standing or Spinning) _Ins
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earlier investigation, the LM ascent engine acoustic cavity study (Ref. i).
The equations apply to either sts__.dlngor sRinnlng modes of instability; the
i same damping coefficient is obtained in either case..........................
For these and subsequent calculations, the specific resistance of the cavity
has been evaluated_in terms of the local pressure amplitude. This has been
:,. done in the following manner:
., :*
i- = _h__. e. jx (23)
pc_ Vpo_ s" "_ S
A
t _ X U
•...... but 8 = rm s and let X = × J . The amplitudes of the complex
i,, quantities are obtained from their absolute values; thus
!._.:
"_J. t
.: 2
(_i._ _ . (r_ .×.)2 + (×,)2
" bz%_s/ s (2z_)
L.'
:,. By rearrangement
(r_s)_ - 2×"(r_)3, (×.2+ _,2)(r_ )2. (ri)2 _ o (25)........ "
a ......................YPo
The last equation is solved by a numerical root finding method to dete_mine
the p_ Mach n.umLber in the aperture andj therefrom, the specific resistance.
• 24 .......
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FACTORS INVESTIGATED
At the completion of the previous investigation the model for cavity dampingi'
4 waa_uegarded as largely satisfactory. However, it did not adequately pre-
dict the optimum slot width, i.e., the cavity width corresponding to maximum
!: damping. Full-scale stability rating tests had been made, with cavity con-
i-.iii: figurations as shown in Fig. 1, from which it was found that 0.3- to O./,-inch
.-.i_:_ wide slots were more effective than 0.2-inch slots. As shown in Fig. 2, the
.'.
'=:!i model predicted maximum damping with ~ 0.2-inch wide cavities. Consequently,
- .:)."
much of the analytical effort during the current program has been directed
•..::i'.. toward testing analytical appro_tions used in the model development and
_i removing limitations from the model in the hope of improving the agreement _
:,.'.' between predicted and observed optimum cavity widths and generally strengthen-
.-..
• ing the analytical approach. In addition, the influence of a number of
.... parameters on stability was investigated anal_ical_v.
" .i:i Convergence Consid.erations ............................................
#
The characteristic equation for an axially directed slot was initi_ solved
with an approximate evaluation of the Bessel function imtegral_. This equation
was (repeated for convenience):
2a 2 corse %n2 CL/ ) (26)
t
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LI- . (27)
(_ frl r2r -
J-2(_r _dr
°m2 m_ rw /
Because the slot was generally narrow relative to the variation of the
Bessel functions for low values of n, approximation of these integrals by
their integrandsmultipliedbY the slotwidth appearedreasonable. Thus,
L
the followingapproximationwas tried (for all values of n):
:_.. j. 2
;.... _I W "
!" Imn-_ rsW j_2 (%in) (28). . m ...........
,_._.. A cursory(numerical)examinationof the convergenceof the corresponding
:i,-.j,! 1
approximate charactsnis_ic equation indicated that the equation did converge
and that the approximation was satisfactory. The results reperted in Ref. 1
;- were based on that approximation. However. a more thorough investigation of
" convergence was made during the current proEram I the approximate equation
was found to exhibitasymptoticcharacterand, indeed,failedto converge
even with very large numbersof terms,althoughthe te_ by te_ variation I
was small. The approximation was subsequently replaced by an exact integral.,
Comparison of the exact and approximate results indicated a modified approxt- ..
marion couldbe made_ i.e. ........................
(%nrs _
rsW_2 (%n) n_ (_9)
I_n
0 n-_n
" t
_6
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_i:'.: where r is the mean slot radius and w is the slot width. Effectivel_,
s.
this is the apRroximation used in previous calculations with _ _.20.
A
,! Significant errors occur only with large values of n, ~ I00. Nonetheless_
the exact form of the Bessel .?unctionintegrals has been used for all sub-
i
calculations.,, sequen_
+
i These considerations led to the conclusion that adequate convergence is
obtained when _ _ r#2w terms are retained in the summation. Note that
the number of terms required becomes infinite as the slot widthj W, goes to
iii:i zero, as should be expected. Howexan, thi_s does not nepresent a restriction
.- because only ~ 20 terms are required at_the optimum width. However, this
: i,,i improvement did not significantly change previous results and consequently
_: did not remove the disparity in optimum widths.
,.:-:: End Corrections
,.- .:j.
-_.:.i.::_ Although unrelated to the. optimmn width considerations, another factor of
i some importance is the so-called lenEth end correction that is frequently
: added__ the physical length of an aperture to obtain the effective length
needed for use in the impedance equations. This end correction is usually.
attributed to a emall quantity of gas external to an orifice which is carried
along with the oscillating gas in the orifice (Ref. Ii). With .this explana- "
tion of the need for an_end correction, then such a correction should also..................................
be used in the impedance equations for a quarterwave resonator as well.................
However_ closer exam_tien showed this %o be incorrect. +.+
i
27
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According to Morse and Ingard (Ref. A, pg.760), the end correction accounts
for the flmv convergence (and divergence) at the op_ end of the slot. The
correction arises because one-dimenslonal Flow equations are used whereas
locall_ the flow exhibits multidimensional character. Moreover, the end
correction is generall,vcalculated from an integral formulation similar that
in use for analysis of the main chamber. Thus, the conclusion wa_ reached
that the end correction was implicit in the anal_sis being used and that no
further correction was necessary for the_damping calculations being per-
formed. It may be appropriate to include a small adjustment to account for
nonlinearities in the cavity reactance; however, no such nonlinear correc-
tion has been made because no means are available for estimating its n_it_de.
Iterative Au_roximation
The accuracy of the variational approximatign, used in the initial form of
the model, was verified bY comparison with more accurate r_suit.sobtained
with a c_nbined variational-iterational method. The iterative method was
developed from the integral expression for the pressure, i.e.,
f_.r i,
- -, s - -,S)_So (3o)
_(_) :- jky I=o )p(r°
? -,
where the substitution N'_ = -Jky_ has been made. A standard method
for attempting solution of.an integra_ equation is to insert...an initial_ ........
approximation within the integral end perform the integration to obtain an
improved approximation (Ref. 5, pg.L006). _us_ if _(1)i__ssthe ith appr_xlma-
J
tion for the pressure dlstribution at the slo_ ontz'm_, the i app_xdm_a,-
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tI tion_in given by
i
Employing this notation the characteristic equation may be simply written as
These equations, for an axia_ directed slot, were programmed for numerical
solution. The previously used approximate pressure distribution (i.e., the .........
no-slot expression) was used as a_starting point, a zeroth iteration. The
explicit form of the equations will be shown later under the discussion of
gain/loss boundary conditions. Examination of the results for several cases
.:: shows that the original variational approximation was excellent. The error
I:, with the zeroth iteration in the damping coefficient was less that.0.2 per-
"_ cent. Furthermore_ convergence of the iteration scheme described above was
i• : found to be excellent. Results from one set of calculations are shown in.:
Table I. The iterative method implies that the integral equation is solved
I I t I
p
TAB'. ., CONV .RGENC .OF T -RAT,ON
Absolute Value
r = S.695, r = 3.795, r = 3.895, -1
i inches inches inches a, sec
0 1. 04573 O. 995 73 O. 97615 212.34 3
1 1. 00075 O. 99997 O.99935 212. 684
2 O. 99991 1. 00003 1. 00006 212.676
3 1. 00002 1.00002 1. 00002 212.65 7
4 O. 99999 O. 99999 O. 99999 212.672
*0.2 X 1.75 inch slot, LM ascent: enginej _/YPO " 0.06,__
P = 0.6, Tc/T s = 4.00.
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Figure 3. Predicted Cavity Damping with Iterated Approximation
...._: 30 ,
iI.
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i ...... This table indicates the worst error in the pressure distribution without
iteration is less than 5 percent. Further, the error is so small, even with
one iteration, that it is affected by the accuracy of the root-finding pro- ......
cedure. Similar results were obtained for other slot lengths. Clear_v4 the
iteration is.not generally needed for damping coefficient calculations.
_:. A second root of the.characteristic equation was found with the iteration
•• method. But this root was found to be trivial because it corresponds to
_(i) _(i+l) O. The procedure converged to essentially this value in
i_i:_i__ _ 3 or _ iterations.
• _" The improved accuracy obtained with the iterational procedure did not
!i_;_il_! significantly alter the predicted optimum slot widths. This is shown by the
_:: . calculated damping curve shown in Fig. 3 which were obtained with one itera-
..:'.•_-._.-. !,
•' _::_,_ tion. ,.
":!.">.' Another aspect of the calculation which may affect the predicted optimum
_ slot width iS the manner in which the cavity impedance is averaged. Y_npe-
dance averaging is necessary because a uniform impedance approximation has
been used in the damping analpsis. However, because the impedance varlet
with the local pressure amplitude, it cannot be uniform for the tangential
modes of interest. Previous calculations were made by using a simple root-
.. mean-squ_re average pressure amplitude in the impedance calculation. Pre-
". _ calculations (Ref. l) indicated this approa_hwas satisfactony.
The effect of this approximation on the predicted optimum width was-checked
by comparisen with results from a more nearl_ appropriate average impedance.
00000001--I-S 02
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According to the work of Cantrell (Ref. 3) the impedance should be weighted
,_ by the square of the local pressure amplitude in the damping calculation...........
Accordingly, a new average slot impedance was calculated from
2"
fy( e)cos2_eae
- 1 Jo
y ---
.. _" 2,T
cos me d6
.. where the circm_ferential variation of pressure has been taken as
" and the local admittance, y(e), depends on anguS, position through this
<.:_: pressure variation. The admlttance-contaiP_ingintegral was evaluated
.,: numerically. The resultant average was employed in the characteristic equa-
.--:: tion to calculate the corresponding damping coefficient. Results are shown
.....::: in Fig. 4 and 5 for two pressure amplitudes. The qualitative character- 6
:-i:_ istics of the predicted damping curves are the same as those fromthe earlier . i
J:.'": simplified calculation. However, the results indicate an average amplitude_i/ii
.:_._._. of -81 percent of the peak value should be used rather than the V0.?per-
i: cent corresponding to an _ average.....The optim_ slot width is _changod.
"ql
-
c
Reference Amplitude
Still another mod_ication to the analytical approach was triod. Previous_j .
calculations were made with a constant reference pressure amplitude _hosen ._
at the slot, this amplitude being treated_as a .parameterin the-calculations, ................
A reference is necesscry because the cavity impedance changes with amplitude.
• .... Because the slot wU assumed to be lecated at the peripherT ef the injector,
this amplitude assumption implied a roug_ constant pressure (and transverse
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ivelocity)•.a_tthe injector face and, in turn, relatively constant combustion
driving. An alternative point of view is to flxthe pressure amplitude at
the nozzle entrance. However, when this alternative was tried, roughly the
same optimum slot width was obtained but the damping coefficient curves
were altered somewhat.
i .......................................................
The amplitude of the slot entrance may be related t9 the amplitude at the
nozzle entrance through the integral expression for pressure, i.e.
a(i'_l)j(_nrs,
P(rs) = 9NCOS _8 n w (34)
r.-
n ............cos k_ L
where the coefficients a(i $ddetermined from the iterative calculation
and are defined in the next section for the more general galn/loss case.
This pressure expression was combined with_previously used expressions for I
the cavity impedance and the characteristic equation to calculate the corre- '
sponding damping. The results are shown in Fig. 6 • The predicted damping
is altered significantly; but_ nevertheless, the optimum slot width still
appears near 0.2 inches. f
I
i
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• Figure 6, Predicted Damping With Reference _p_itude Chosen
at Nozzle Entrance
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Gain/Loss End Wa!l Boundary Conditions
The next approach used was to include gain/loss admittance-type boundary
conditions, for both the nozzle and injector ends of the chamber, in formu-
lating the analytical model. _he characteristic equation thus obtained for
an axially directed slot. is:
(m_ _= o (35)
•n L _v _v J rs "' w
n;v
00000001-TSE08
In these calculations, the nozzle admittance (yn) and the combustion-end
admittance (yi) were selected as constant values. Damping calculations were
also made with this equation and_ further, with the reference pressure
amplitude_chosen at the nozzle entrance. The amplitude at the slot was ................
calculated from
(i+l)., mnrs,
p(r ) = 9 cos me n (37)
(i+l). , cos _n
s _n%n _G_n )
oos(kLPromising results were obtained from these calculations, some of which are
shown in Fig. 7 and 8 . These calculations are in better agreement with
the observed dependence of stability on slot width than any previous approach.
The admittance values for the two ends oZ the chmmber have been chosen some-
what arbitrarily, although the magnitude was chosen based on the so-called
virtual admittance of a short nozzle. The virtualadmittance (Ref. 3)
includes a convection term, associated with the steady flow, which tends to
dominate its value; the virtual admittance of the nozzle changes by snip
iG_to_15 percent if the actual admittance is set equal to zero. Further,
the signs have been chosen so that the injector boundary has a driving effect.
An a_ternative would be to replace the injector with a sensitive time lag
expression for concentrated combustion_ which _uld be a simple change. The .
injector admittance (virtual) would be S_. replaced by
-J_m
YI = _Mon(l'e ) (38)
where n and m are the interaction inde_ and the sensitive time lag, respect_ve_v.
8 - •
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Figure 8. Predicted Cavity Damping With Galn/Loss
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Parametric Study
i
i The influence of ae_eral cavity-related parameters has been indicated in the fore-
I going discussion, i.e., width, depth and, to some extent, amplitude. In addl-
e tion to these, the influence of variations in the resistance coefficient F and
_ the average cavity gas temperature were investigated for axially directed
slots. Parametric curves are shown in Fig. 9 and i0 to illustrate the effect
of varying F. The influence of this parameter was also reported in Ref. i.
Gener_, the predicted damping increases with F, although for sufficiently
i;__ large values a reversal in this trend is expected.
The principal effect of variations in the average cavity temperature is one
of tuning 9 i.e. the slot depth corresponding to maximum _amping shifts roughly
• as--the quarter wavelength varies. However, this effect cannot be eliminated
by using a nondimensional slot depth which includes the local sound velocity.
" These effects_are illustrated in Fig. Ii through 14. The first of these has
i;i_
been reported previousl_ in Ref. i but is repeated for clarity.
A
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Figure 10. Effect of r on Predicted Cavity Damping
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Radia_ Directed Cavities
This gain/loss modification of the model appears to account for the observed
width effect. However, these calculations of cavity damping have all been
made with equations pertaining to an axial slot. It was assumed that the
differences between an axial slot and a radial slot, if each was located
along the periphery of the injector, would be small. This assumption was
based on inspection of the Cantrell equation (Ref. 3) and of the integral
form of the characteristic equation,
where _ is the approximate oscillatory pressure which approaches the actual
pressure with iterations. This pressure distribution was expected to be |
substantially the same for each slot direction (if the slot is along the I|
periphery of the injector). Therefore, the slot damping was expected to be i
substantially the same. Consequentl_, the axial formulation was used because |
it is somewhat more tractable from a numerical standpoint. This assumption
!
has beer.-onfirmeds contrary to initial reports.
_nen the radial slot foraulation was progra_ned so that the lufluence of the
axial position of a radial slot could be investigat_____ignificant (but
erroneous) differences were initia_ found and reported in the monthl_
reports and in Ref. 12. Subsequent_v, an error was found in the computer
program; the cavity admittance was incorrectl_ _Itip1_ed by the slot width.
00000002-TSA08
Corrected results show the calculated damping to be ne_rl_ the same for both
and radia//_ directed slots located near the periphery of the
injector.
For a radiallp directed slot and with no_end-wall gains or losses, the itera-
tire form of the characteristic_equation is
0 (40)
g_d
where
_q = - Jky _q kr_qj_(F_qrw), _rl a_ sCQS q_ZL cos _L dZL
J 22
(0) = [1"0 q = _" " .1
No. o o.¢ "_
.!
The Bessel function ratio is being evaluated from the foilowi_ expansion
a
k_qJm (kmqrw) w 2 2 2 2 2n (%n-_)(%n"k_rw)
This expansion wrs obta.tnmi in Re_, 8.
t,
L .... _
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• The foregoing equations have..heenprogrammed for numerical_solution..a_s...done
previously for an axial slot_ with the reference amplitude taken at the slot.
Calculated dam_ing f_ different reference amplitudes are shown in
Fig. 15 and 16. For these calculationst the upstream edge of the slot was
! assumed to be adjacent to the injector. Comparison of these results with
the corresponding damping curves lot axially directed slots (a_Jacent to
the chamber wall) show only minimal differences. The calculated effect of
!i -
i moving a ra_ially directed slot downstream is shown in Fig. 17. The param-
!i et_r in these calculations was the axial location of midwidth of the slot,
... which is Ind/cated on the figure. The results indicate that the maximum pre-
dicted damping is only weakly dependent on axial position but this maximum
...._ occurs at different slot lengths (tuning). The latter effect is somewhat "
_ surprising; it must occur because of the oscillatory interaction between the
cavity and main chamber. .
2.'. '
.,..
":
- .,:,: The results indicate am optimum slot width near 0.2 inches irrespective
of whether the slot is radially or axially dlrec_ed. Thus, the predicted
:':, optimum slot width, without the inclusion of gain/loss boundary conditione_
.., :: does not agree with the full scale stability results. Some indication of
the reason for this disparity may be obtained from the erroneous results
mentioned earlier_ which appeared to agree qui_. well with observed engine
stability. These calculations were made with the slot admi_t_uae___
weighted (multiplied _y) the slot width, i.e. y--wy/w o wheze w° Is.of
: unit width. The correspondin_ results are shown in Fig. 18 and they a@ree_
. quite well With observed emgiRe stability.
" pO @..
• -- I --- - _- -_ "-",_J -: ._--" _ ._r _ IIL :, --.
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Figua_ 15. Predicted Dsmping For a Radially Directed Cavity
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Figure 16. Predicted Damping for a Radially Directed Cavity
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!The observation that the predicted damping is more closely in agreement with
measured stability when the admittance is weighted by the slot width,suggests
that the optimum slot width is underpredicted because the impedsmce being used
is too low. The absolute value of the impedance may be increased by in-
creasing either the amplitude or the coefficient F, because the specific
resistance increases with either of these. Therefore, several calculations
were made with substantially larger values of r to investigate its effect
on the predicted optimum slot width. Results from these calculations for
values of i.i, 1.5 and 3.0 are shown in Fig. 19 through 21 . Clearly, the
optlmumslot width shifts in the proper direction with_increasing F. In.......
deed, the predicted curves for F = 1.5 and 3.0 are in good qualitative
agreement with the stability data. Although these values of P are in
excess of those found in the T-burner tests, the results can be explained as
follows.
First, it may be observed that the effects of increasing P or of pressure
amplitude at the slot are interchangeable. These parameters appear in the
analysis in a ccabined form, i.e. F_/Tpo . Thus, the agreement indicated _
above between predicted and observed slot widths can also be obtained by
increasing the value of the amplitude at the slot used in the calculations_ In
addition, as indicated in Appendix Aj the effect of stead_ cross flew in the
chamber (for radial data) is also to increase P. ....Presumably, secondary
flows (recirculation) in the engine could have a similar efi_ect. However,
based on the most recently reported work by Garrison on the effect of cross ,
55
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Figure 19. Predicted Damping For a Radially Directed Cavity and
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i!il. flows with Helmholtz resonators (Rg_.. 11), the increase in F probably would
! not exceed 50 percent, i.e., r = 0.9. Thus, a better explanation appears
to be the average amplitude used in the calculations...........................
Previous calculations have been restricted genera_ to chamber amplitudes
less than 20 percent of chamber pressure, peak-to-peak, b'_,to_ because the
:_
wave equation loses validity at higher amplitudes. The fact that the best
agreement is obtained with larger assumed amplitudes indicates that these _
_ should be used in design c__tionslbut it suggests even better predictions
_" of cavity damping cauld be obtained from a _ nonlinear model.
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION WITHIN THE SLOT
::.. The acoustic properties of the gases within an acoustic cavity are of great j
I
importance to the cavity damping processes. To facilitate the accurate pre-
_ diction of the cavity temperature distribution, a semiempirical analytical
model was developed from the slot temperature data obtained during this pro-
_".. gram. The analysis was ,u_dertaken,in part, to attempt adaptation of some i
exiating model, for heat transfer with flow over a slot, in the hope of predict- _ ,_
ing the cavity temperature distribution for any propellant combination. t_
Unfortunately, no suitable model was found in the literature. The model _ _
obtained does not allow aceurate prediction of the temperature distribution
for propellant and/or injector configurations diffe_ent_fro_ the_one used
during the hot firing program. Because the analysis is of limited_utility
and, further, the discussion is relativelprlengthy, it is included as an
appendix rather than here (Appendix B).
i
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UNCO_TIONAL CAVITIES
Considerable_attention has brian_givenduring the current program to what have
! been loosely termed as unconventional acoustic cavities. These are acoustic
resonators of more general shape than either simple Helmholtz or quarterwave
resonators. These more general resonator shapes are of interest because
frequently simple, well-defined acoustic resonators of either the Helmholtz
_ _: or quarterwave type are not practical in an engine due to hardware or spatial
:_ limitations. The har_mmm_chmr_cteristics often suggest resonator configura-
.... tions which do nQt clearly fit into either category. Moreover, _requently
_ neither of these resonator types represents the optimum configuration in
; terms of maximum damping and/or bandwidth attainable within a specified volume.
i Consequently, work has been done to extend the range of resonator configura-
_i_:_ tions which can be described analpticall_. Further, some experimental work
::!i has been done to characterize these unconventional resonator configurations.
_i_, Some of the configurations under consideration are shown in Fig. 22. The i
_ _ intermediate resonator is so termed because it is intermediate between a i
:_i_ Helmholtz resonator and a quarterwave resonator. The intermediate, '_"- "
shape% Helmholtz and quarter-wave resonators can all be considered special
cases of the generalized resonator.
Acoustic l_edance of Unconventional Cavities
Acoustic impedance expressions have been developed for each of the configura-
tions shown in Fig. 22. The same analytical approach has been used as was
•.!;
" used for the quarterwave slot, i.e.j combine a nonlinear empirically-defined
1 ....
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I:ii
".i .... " resistance with a linear reactance e_pression. Furthermore, the same form
':J of the.specific resistance has been used,
o --r
. where the coefficient r must be measured for these cavity configurations.
':- i
An__pproximate reactance expression can be obtained for the intermediate
' case through use of the long wavelength approximation wherewith the pressure
_..._ ...i.: and volumetric flow at__he_anea_change in the resonator are equated. The
• .:
;.', -' resultant expression is
•."." .:.:'_,
_:_!. '" :../_
.._._:..;::_:._. c____.LL _ (Oc) s Scl " l _' l "' 'l " "I --'_'' :'_ ( p C ) s Cc cos , sin _L __L
" -
:.:;-!i,.ii!::i!:i:._,..i..;:i where alla_cance has been made for the possibility of a change in temperature
:i_i_:_::"._ as well as cross-sectional area at a distance L frc_ the closed end of the
....}i:,..//i',, cavity. The overall cavity depth is L + £ • This expression limits to
. . . . ,
the quarterwave expression when (Pe)c8c =-(pc)s8s ,....It limits to the Helmholtz
resonator expression when the cavity dimension_ are small compared to a wave-
length;_/c(< i, _L/c _< i sO that small-argument approximations may be
used for the trigonometric functions. _oreover, this expression indicates
• that a quarter_ave resonator occupies a minimum volume relative to inter-
.'.. " mediate or Helmholtz resonators with the same resonant frequeney,, This_reault
..... " is shmm in Fig. 23 as calculated from this equation, Eq. _3,
i
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,. Figure 23. Comparative Resonator Volume Requirements
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A more general reactance exprsssion was developed for the generalized
resonator which includes the _bove cases as special cases. A resonator
shape of the following form was analyzed:
T lJ_
W
_ IJw ...
Through application of an analysis (K_ef.6) develo_d to describe the_wave
motion in baffled chambers, the following reactance expression was obtained,
_. _m k A2
om
ran kR - m w-Wkm tan k.mL _,_x., , (b,_.)
I * tan kg _ km tan kmL "" i
where
Aom = cOS _ dyW
f
This equation corresponds to a zeroth iteration. A more near3_Vexact re--... .
actance value can be obtained by solving the following implicit equation
q
i
where tan @q = Jk/kqX
64
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,,
q _qtan(kq£ + _q)Aqm A
iI (i+l) em
aq = " -W" - k tan kmL .qmm......... m
q (yo. W)
Aqm = _A cos cos --
w W dYo
W
and (0)_ [w q=Oaq 0 _ 0
J
/.:_ The additional complexity of the latter mc_hod prevents:_its _ _ mo_
cases.
[:i:. T-burner tests Lwhich will be described subsequently, have been made with
..!L both "L"-shaped end intermediate-type resonators to measure the nonlir.ear......................................_ l
-.. resistance of these resonators. The results were correlated with the same
_!_ form of relationship for resistance as that used for straight slots. The ' i•! experimental results are scattered but indicate larger values of the empiri-
cal coefficient, P , than that obtained for _q_rterwave o_ Helmholtz
resonators The experimentally determined values for P were 1.8 and _ for
intermediate and "L"-shaped resonators, respectively. |
, ,_;,
Resunant Frequenc_ Calculations
The resonant frequencies of these resonators indicate roughly the frequency
ranges over which they _ provide damping. The resonant frequency, (actuaA_ i_
the undamped resonant frequency) is the frequency a_ which-_he cavity_r_-- , i_
actance is zero. Therefore, it may be readily calculated from the foregoing
expressions.
mA
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,:" Resonant frequencies for two unconventional confi_ations are shown in
Table 2 . Th_ lowest two resonant frequencies are shown for the "L" shaped
resonator because these rouEhly correspond to quarterwave and Helmholtz .....
resonances. This result suggests the possibility of obtaining 'broadband-
width by tailoring the proximity of these two resonant frequencies or
danping two modes of instability with a single resonator by tuning the two
resonant frequencies to damp these modes.
iI
•: Dampin_ Calculations• ./.. , , |,
.... ." ... The cavity damping to be expected from unconventional cavities may be cal-
- ./i culated as before by substituting these impedance expressions__.Damping cal-
i:;_..ii_i!ii_'_=_culations have been done for resonators of the "L"-shaped and generalized
i.!i.iii!_;i.._':/_...ii;)i;._types. The resultant damping coefficient curves are largely similar to those
...... obtained for straight slots. However, greater bandwidth is indicated in .....................................
: :-.- :-_;
•ii.il;i_ii:: some cases. Results from some of these calculations will be.described sub-
,.... sequently in connection with the cavity design for the full scale tests
• i:i...... with unconventional cavities.
OTHER FACTORS
The contractual work stataQent for this program specifies a nt_ber .of._cavity
and stability related factors,that were to be investlgated_ Net _ .of
these could be investigated in detail within the scope of the program. _ther
.... portions of this report describe the detailed investigations that were p_r-
I -
. 4 .:_ formed. In this sectionj those factors which could no_ betnvestigated in
detail will be discussed.
!
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Stead_ Flow Effects
Generally the effects of steady flow have been ignored in the foregoing
analyses, the assumption being implied that these effects may be included in
the composite (negative) damping coefficient provided by the combustion
system. To investigate the importance of this omission, a variation of the
model was partially developed which explicitly included a uniform steady
flow in the chamber. Unfortunately, this modified analysis could not be
completed within the scope of this program because the steady flow considerably
complicates the analysis. Some of the equations were developed but no numerical
results were obtained. !
For the uniform steady-flow case, an inhomogeneous wave equation must be
solved, it being _,
V2_ + =2jkMo + 2 (46)
_ az2
The boundary conditions are
!
---VPoM N "_-_ (47)
"VP=- J_- c o ++ .az .......................................................... -"
Where M Is the stead_ flow Mach number and y is the local specific acoustic
o +
admittance.....The inhomogeneous wave equation can be readi_ con_erted to an
integral form but solution of that integral equation is complicated by the
boundary equation, A major simplification reeultai_locit_ patential
is introduced because the boundary condltien entor_ a more tractabla for_.
The velocity potential satisfies the same differentla£ equation as that shown .... °
above for the pressure; however, the +beunda_ condition may be directly
68
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I_. written in terms of the admittance and pressure. Conversely, ,inthe boundary .......
condition shown above for the oscillatory pressure, the oscillatory velocity
at the boundary is not eliminated by introducing the admittance.
Because of the_e kinds of difficulties, the steady flow model was not completed.
Interaction Between Baffles and Acoustic Cavities
No ana_ical model is currently available for the analysis of cavity effects
_ in baffled chambers. However, such a model can be directly d__evelopedby
combining the cavity damping model described previously with the P_cketdyne
/_ model for the analysis of baffled chambers (Ref. 6). The latter model has
• •_ only recently been extended to include cylindrical chambers. Although these
_ models can be conceptual_ combined in a straightforward manner, the mechanics "
•!._.. _._ • .
probably require long computing t4,nes. Therefore, the combined model has not
•_ been developed.
_':!_ Nonetheless, calculated results from the individual models indicates no reason
. to expect an incompatibility between baffles and cavities. Certainly none
exists when the cavities are designed to damp instability modes which are
compatible with the baffle, e.g.j the third tangential or first radial _xtes.. _. _.
occurring with three equally spaced radial baffles. _he flight configuration
LM ascent engine en_loys this combination wlth con_lete s_ccess. In this ca_e_
because the mode is compatible with the baffle, it is unaffected by the baffle
- and the existing cavity model can be _sed directly.
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The alternate caseLin which the mode is affected by the baffle, would require
a combined model for analysis. However, individual_analysis of the acoustic
heha_ of baffled chambers a_ measurements with acoustic models show that
the normal modes of the chamber are distorted by the baffles such that the
pressure amplitude is increased at the baffled end relative to the opposite
end of the chamber. This effect of baffles is likely to au_nent the damping
produced by a_cavity located near the injector face. _
i Thus, although specific sea, sis has not been done, the available information
•_:
i_ indicates baffles and acoustic cavities can be effectively used together and
_. that baffles may complement the cavity. However, some caution should be used
• • because the stabilization mechanism of baffles has not been established; the
_i_ cavities may tend to degrade the baffle processes if these involve nonlinear
_.' damping effects.
•_.i;.
.:. Effects of V_ _ine Design
'".i
" Among the other factors of interest are .thoaewhich affect the applicabilitF
of_acoustic cavities to other engines. Speclfica_ what are the capabilities ,_'
and limitations of cavities when chamber diameter, thrust level, energy.release s
rate, etc, are changed? GenerallT, these factors cannot be evaluated thoroughlF .............................
without either hot firing the confi_ation o_ use of an instability model.
However, in the context of the _rentl_. developed cavity dam_inAmodel these
factors ma_ be regarded as simpl_ affecting the d_Ivlng _eeesee _Id_MQh_are
_ unspecified in tha medel), except for the chamber dim_elon8 a_8 p___pertiss
which appear in the model, Thus_ the damping _odeX is ineenBitive to these
changes and applies equallF well to all of them.
70 i--"
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Other evidence which suggests that cavities or acoustic_absorbers in general
may be applied to any conf_ation is simply the wide range of engine con-
figurations which have already been stabilized with absorbers (see Appendix A).
Nonetheless, there are evident limiting factors. First, as the
chamber diameter As increased the volmne requirements for tuning a cavity
become large. Moreover, the cavity damping coefficient decreasea_with__
frequency or as the inverse of chamber diameter while, qualitative, the driving
processes not to decrease as rapid_. These suggest greater difficulty in
stabilizing a large engine than a small one_ as might be expected.
Another specific factor o_ interest is injector shape, i.e., flat or concave.
This factor may affect the energy release characteristics, the mode shape to a
limited extent and the prc_.Imityof a cavity to the injector "face" or energy
a
release pattern__ None of these are likel_ to affect cavity performance
other than to change damping requirements and/or tuning (cavity sound velocity
and density). Propellant conditioning temperature should have a similar effect. .........................._ ..........
', °
i
Although each of the foregoing factors is of importance and interest_ they I
I
were regarded as of lesser significance and importance than those factors that
were investigated thorough_.
ASSESSMenT OF CURRENT ANALYTICAL STATUS
During this program the ana_ical approach for cavity design has-been
significantly improved. Ma_v weaknesses have been eli_hnated but sane still
exist, When the program began the principal concern relative to the analytical j
method was the inability to satisfactoril_Vpredict the "optimum" slot width,
IIA
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the slot width or open area corresponding to maximum damping or stability.
Thus, much of the analytical effort was directed toward this deficiency.
The accuracy of the dampinE calculation has been significantly improved, i.e.,
the equatio_ which c_nprise the model are solved more accurately now. The
convergence characteristics of the series expressions have been _xamined and
approximate criteria for convergence have been developed. The uncertainty
relative to aperture end corrections has been removed. The average cavity
impedance has been clarified. A model for radially directed cavities has __
been developed. And, an iterative method has been developed to eliminate
uncertainty relative to the variational approximation and to allow the !
approximation to be improved to _ desired accuracy. These improvements
provide assurance that the equations are accurately solved.
!
The analysis has shown that the observed optimum width, which is o._lyweakly |
defined by the full scale data, can be predicted if the cavity impedance ,.
Iparameter pp/7Po is made large enough. This constitutes a satisfactory
explanation of observed behavior. However, if reasonable values for r are
assumed then the corresponding pressure amplitude is too lares to be accurately
._
described by linear acoustic equations. Nonetheless, the error introduced by_
_his nonlinearity is probably not as large as other uncertainties. Moreover,
it can probably be lumped into the undefined damping requirements, An alter-
nate explanation was obtained by introducing gain/loss boundary conditions_at
both ends of the chamber; however, this explanation is less satisfacto_
because appropriate values for the end boundary c_ditione are not well def :ined.
72
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In addition, significant progress has been made concerning unconventional
cavity cor_ig_'ations. A satisfactory model has been developed for the
acoustic impedance of a rather general cavity configuration. Moreover, it
was demonstrated that a quarterwave resonator occupies a minimum volume
relative to Helmholtz _r Intermedlate_zesonators for a fixed resonant
frequenc_m_
The analysis of cavity temperature distributions was not entirelysatisfactory
because the resultant model does not allow prediction of cavity temperatures
in new engine environments.
Several weaknesses are evident in the analytical approach for predicting
cavity damping. One is the approximate separation of contributory processes
through use of the damping coefficient. This approximation loses its validity :i
when the contributory processes interact significantly. Moreover, even if =
this approximation is valldj the inability to predict the damping requirement,
or net driving contribution, is restrictive. In addition, the quasilinear .
approximation has been used to aid tractability, but this must introduce some :
error. The effects_of steady through flow have not yet been included; they "
can and should be added. F_allF, tho acoustic cavity may alter the wave
motion in the chamber so that the oscillatory driving is reduced; this effect .i'_ :
cannot be predicted without a model for the combustion.
Nonetheless, the analytical model for cavity damping_has bean proved useful.
In spite of its limitations, it is believed to be the mos_ccurate and re- _.
liable method available for the design of any k_ of acoustis absorber.
73 /!I_ .....
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iSUBSCALE TESTS
Two series of subscale tests were made during this program. The first of
these was made tc evaluate experimentally the potential for increasing the
frequency range (bandwidth) over which a cavity system is effective through
the use of multiply-tuned cavity combinations. The purpose of the second test
series was to measure the specific resistance of unconventional cavity con-
figurations. General_y, the techniques used are unchanged from those used
during the LM ascent engine acoustic _vlty study (Ref. i).
For these tests, a combustion-driven acoustic oscillator was used to generate
the necessary high-amplitude environment. This oscillator was a variation of
the T-burner which is extensively used in studies of solld-propellant combus-
tion instability. An acoustic_cavity or a combination of cavities was mounted |
within the T-burner and the pressure respo_e of the cavity was monitored
with_high-frequency pressure transducers. The T-burner provides an oscillator_...............
environment for cavity e'¢aluatiorAwhich more close_v simulates the engine A
conditions under which the cavity must operate than a cold-flow impedance
device.
f
The bandwidth tests were made over a range of frequencies with several combina-
t
tions of cavities. The damping contributed by each absorber combination was
inferred from the observed limiting pressure amplitudes. ....................................................................
For the impedance determination,_ pairs of osci_ator7 pressure measurements
are made from which the impedance was inferred. The techniquemay be simply
illustrated for a straight quarterwave resonator, as folAows,
L 74 "
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The specific acoustic imped_ance o_f a cavity is
__ _.__o (48)
peus
For the fundamental frequency component, the oscillatory velocity at the open
end of the slot, us' may be related to the pressure at the closed end by
_s = _ Pi sin _s% (49)
These ma.y.._be_,combin.ed .to give
If the.slot impedance expression, Eq. 16. is introduced, Eq. 50 becomes d
i = j _s sin_ + cos_ (51) "_
CS CS ._
Further, the amplitude of the oscillatory Nach number at the slot entrance is -_
, ]A
MS 7Po'sin w__ |c (52)
s ............... ; 1
from Eq. 49. By measuring the amplitude ratio and phase angle between the £
oscillatory pressures at the open and closed ends of the slot, the slot _ _,. ',-
.J•
impedance can be determined frc_ these equations. The same approach was used _
for the unconventional cavities. The T-burner experiment was set up so that _i:
/
the necessary pressure measurements could be made........
75 ....- -
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i__ •"
:i./ T-BURNER SETUP
'i! ": ,
1 The T-burner used for these measurements is the same as that used previouslyII
i
i it is shown schematical_v in Fig. 24 . The interior of the motor was cylindri-
i
i cal, closed on both ends, with a nozzle in the side near the midpoint. An
annular ring of solid propellant was burned in one end, as shown in Fig. 24_
and the acoustic slot or slots to be tested were mounted in the opposite end
of the motor. With the arrangement shown, the propellant combustion tends to
_.". spontaneously_excite a first-longitudinal mode of oscillation, the degree of
.::; excitation being dependent on the propellant used.
X
:": !: The T-burner was comprised of interchangeable 1.5-inch ID lengths of mild
....._ steel tubing, a nozzle assembly, and two end assemblies. T-burner lengths
' (interior) of 5.0, 9.0 and 13.0 inches were used. These lengths, of course,
/_::/:';i:'i!i!_ determine the oscillatory frequency experienced during= a test (no_4_ll_, '
,..._i.-::...... 3_00, 1750, and ii00 Hz). One end assembly contained a simple igniter; the 1
b I
::::_" other contained the acoustic cavity to be tested. The cavities were intn_-
_++:..:__!.'._•,. changeable so that a wide range of cavity dimensions could be tested. ......_he 1
l'i.:."[iii:i:<cavities were made of steel to assure dimensional stability and avoid degrada-
•. " tion with usage.
The composition of the solid propellaat used during the study was: 78 weight-
percent ammonium perchlorate (AP), 2-percent copper chromite burnlng-rate
.. catalyst, and 20-percent carbox_:_termin_tedpolybutadlene binder:, A bimodal
blend of coarse (~200 micron) and fine (-,20 micron) AP in the,preportion of
i:: 1:3 wa_ used to promote castability, .....The propellant was casA into phenolic
" " sleeves and cured. The casting Was then machined to length and int_
diameter on a lathe,
"'" 76 *"
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_ -i i'"_ The propellant was ignited by a _ amount of propellant sawdust, which,
il in turnL_was ignited by a short piece of electricall__inltiated e_loding
bridgewire (Pyrofuze). Because an annular ring of propellant was used, the
burning surface area increased as the surface regressed; therefore, chamber
_ pressure increased. The nozzle was sized so that the pressure passed through
120 psia about midway through the test. _his ramp in static pressure (from
• ,.. ~70 to ~200 psi) is too slow to affect the high-frequency data. An annular
....,, ring of propellant, rather than an end-mounted disk, was used to increase the
• ..: burning area and, thereby, the oscillatory ,iriving.
h
At a chamber pressure of 120 psia, typically peak-to-peak amplitudes of 60 psi
• ;_ without a slot and 20 psi with a slot were obtained. Oscillatory pressures
••.,!_
_ ,_.,i:. were measured with Kistler (Model 603A) high-frequency transducers. These were
_'_': " Sm •
W
::::: :i'i' used because of their stable sensitivity and very high resonant frequency
:'_ (-_00,000 Hz) which are required for accurate amplitude and phase measurements. _
•_ _:ii: The oscillatory-pressure data were recorded directly on an osci_lograph and
, on magnetic tape. An oscilloscope was used for "quick look" purposes.
: Considerable care was exercised with the data recordin_ system to assure that
correction8 could be made for disparities in the gain and phase characteristics
of the two recording channels. Before each test, a reference sigr_j with .a_.......... -
frequency near that expected for the data, was simultaneously introduced into
both recording channels at the output of the Kistler charge amplifiers. _his
• recorded st4g_l was subsequently used to _ke_a_litude and phaso...correcti_us ................ "I"
• te the data; these corrections were _ed by electronic ad_ustmenta.-
:,-.. 78
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A_lit_e meam_remnta _er_e direotl_ from the osoill_graph records. An
electronic phase meter (Ad Yu, model _05) was used to make phase measurements
from the tape-recorded data. Because onl_ the amplitude and phase of the
fundamental frequencoy__onents of the data (rather than the c_posite signal)
wer_ needed, the data were electronicallp filtered for each kind of measure-
ment. _e was made for the phase shifts in the filters. The-electrical
output from _he phase meter was recorded on an oscilloscope.
BANDWIDTH TEST SERIES
Wide bandwidth is a highly desirable feature of ar_vacoustic absorber design.
If the absorber is effective over a wide fr_quenc7 range_ the possibility of
eliminating one mode of instability onl_ to encounter a new mode may be pre-
Jvented. Further, a wide baud absorber is less sensitive to the poorl_ kno_
environmental conditions. Therefore, means for achieving maximu_ bandwidth J
were explored, ..................
The onlp evident means of expanding the bandwidth of conventional acoustic
cavities (straight quarterwave resonators) is to employ parallel resonators
• !
with different resonant frequencies. However, these absorbers are not inde-
pendent of each other and the interaction may destroy the overall effectiveness.
That is_ the cce_ination n_y, under sane conditions, be less effective thana
single cavity, in terms of _ damping and actual _th above a
specific damping level.
These effects were investigated in a series ef subseale tests employ_ the
T-burner. i
79 i
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Bandwidth Configurations
The damplng provided by (i) a single cavity, (2) by two parallel cavities and
(3) by three parallel cavities (the combination cavities havi_ different
tuning) was measured over a range of frequencies. Each of these cavity sets
was mounted in one end of the T-burner and tested with three different
T-burner lengths (frequencies).
The T-burner hardware is the same as that used previously during the LM
ascent engine cavity program_ except that an improved cavity test section
was used. This test section is shown in Fig. 25. The principal change is
in the material used for the_cavity. High temperature plastic was used
previously, for expediency, whereas a laminated (brazed) steel cavity was !
used for these tests.__This_f.hangewas made to prevent dimensional and flow I
i
variations with usage andI hopefully_ improve the repeatability of the test
results. In additions several thermocouples were introduced to improve
definition of gas conditions (environment).
An analysi_s+of the dampin6 to be expected from eagh_comblnation of_cavif_ies
was used to aid selection of the config_r__iQns to be tested. A one-dimensional
analysis was used with the cavit_ admittance included on an area-weighted b_s_S.
Two analytical models were formulated by this approach. One madel_lonaldered
the temperature in tha T-burner to be uniform and the other included a step
temperature discontinuity (T-burner studies indicate such a temperature dis-
tribution is appropriate). Typical analytical results are shown in Figure 26.
8o
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Thesecalculations show that the cavity dampingcoefficient is a nearly linear.
I function of pressure amplitude in the T-burner, for each T-burner length
_i: (frequency). The results imply that the pressure amplitude in the T--burner
will increase until the cavity damping balances the net drivin_ influence
provided by the T-burner. In terms of a negative damping coefficient, this
driving influence can be estimated from T-burner test data with the cavity
il removed.
..... Figure 26 also shows a comparison between the analytical results and experi-
•4 mental results obtained during the previous acoustic cavity program. The
-•H.
: dashed curve for the two-temperature case was calculated by assuming the
[i/i high-temperature section occupied two-thirds of the T-burner.
i_
-,'.__j
Based on thesa_results, the matrix of cavity configurations shown in Table 3
./i
.. was selected, fabricated and tested.
Bandwidth Test Results
The assumption used to anaJ_yzethe bandwidth test data was that, at the _r
limiting pressure amplitude, the damping provided by a cavity system was
equal to the acoustic energy_provided by the combustion processes. The
limiting press_e amplitudes were measured from the data and the corresponding "
damping coefficients were approximated _ the growth-constant data obtained
previously in blank tests (no cavity) for t/_ethree T-h_-ner lengths. _he
results are shown in Figures 27 t_.ough 29 along irlthanalytical results from
the one dimensioDal model.
83 .....
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i! ., The agreement is somewhat less than satisfactory, but the_disagresaent is very
likely associated with the experimental results and not the analytical model.
The calculations are based on an assumed, and fixed, temperature distribution
which is uniform throughout the T-burner. The temperature data, shown in
Fig. 30, indicates a significant temperature variation; these data were obtained
from an iron-constantan thermocouple mounted near the slot-containing end of
.... the T-burner.
: " Generally, the T-burner slot damping data are believed compatible with the
- calculations, but the variability in slot damping that can occur under irregular
--.. operating conditions is evident.
':..._:i TEST SERIES _TH UNCON_TIONAL CAVITIES !
•o..;_, |
._i• •_i':.... 1
i.i:i:/ii,!.):.Previously, primary attention ha_ been given to conventional straight quarter-
...:):.: wave resonators or to Helmholtz resonators. However, often it is difficult to _
. " find sufficient space in typically designed engines for a straight slot, .k
_-...:."..-...,_
_:i:_i:!:i_:iii_,especially if it is_long. Thus, it is desirable to consider some alternatives "_
',&':_.,ii"i which allow greater design flexibility. A series of 'testswere made to measure _,..
• the acoustic impeda,uceof several practical variations of the acoustic cavity.
The intermediate and "L" shaped unconventional cavities have been described in
the Analytical Studies section of this report. Six cavity cgnfigurations of
each of these kinds were selected, fabricated and tested in the T-burner,/
s'
These configurations were selected largely on a basis of their resonant fre-
• . . ...
.... quencies, which were chosen to have proximity to the T-burner frequencies in a
• . '_ range that have given the best results _in eamlie_ tests with straight slots.
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During this test series, 28 T-burner tests were made to evaluate the impedance
characteristics of iatermediate and of '_"-shaped cavities. The completed
test matrix_ showing the configurations testedj i_ shown on Table 4 • AJ
i typical configuration is shown in Fig. 31. For each test, the chamber pressure
and cavity response were measured with pressure transducers and a thenmecouple.
These meaaurements were then used to determine the acoustic impedance of the
ili unconventior_l eavities.
.._. Unconventional Cavity Test Results
• The data from the 28 T-burner tests were analyzed in a manner similar to that
outlined earlier in this section of the report for quarterwave resonators.
++ General_y, this aua_is assmnes the cavity+reactance to be known;+the specific £
!
"'+ resistance is then calculated from the data through use of the reactauce_ex-
::i . •
I
• pression. The accuracy of the reactance _xpressien was qualitatively checked
. ,_ by comparison of measured and predicted amplitudes and phase angles.
" For analyzing the data, a ganeralized impedance expression was formulated to
relate the cavity-response measurements to the spec.lf_icacoustic resistanee
of the cavity. The expression is
es =- o (53)
where 0s is the specific resistance, @ is the obsenved phase angla between_
the escillatory pressures at the closed and open ends of the+ cavity,+ and %
is defined by the follc_ug equations
- 9C
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iili em k A2om
1 + tan k_--,._'-_'_'-mtan k L
tan _o = m (54)
em k A_m
tan k_ - ___ km tan k Lm
The terms in this expression have been described previously in the Analytical
Studies_section.
,' In addition,
rp cos = -1 (55)
{ _o}___m k cos m_A
sin ke + cos ke tan omi
km sin k Lm
where k = e/ca and rp is the measured ratio of the oscillatory-pressure
amplitudes observed at the open and closed ends of the cavity.
i
_ Equations 54 and 55 were solved simultaneousl_ for % and k corresponding
t
to the measured _ and rp. The specific acoustic resistance was then calcu- I
lated from Eq. 53 • The oscillatory Mach number (Ma) at the open end of the
cavity can be calculated from the following relationship. 1
!
Ma = , (56)
(sin k_) k_)Z._ k cos m_Aom
_tSrl E @ COS sin k L -'
m m
A linear correlation between the acoustic resis_uce (ea) and the peak Nach , "
nt_ber (_) was sought, i_e., _a = rMa (a straight lJa_epassing through the
origin). The corresponding calculated results for the '_"-shaped and interme-
diate cavities are shown in Figures 32 and 33. The scatter in the calculated
results is not unexpected, Obviously-, many other corretati_ equations could
be used; howeverj the form chosen is c_ti_e with available data and models.
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_) "L"-Shaped Cavity
T-Burner Test Results
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Therefore, only this equation was used. The _' value for an intermediate
cavity, based on thQse data, is approximately 1.8. For a "L"-shaped cavity,
P is between 3.0 and 5.0.
I
i
i Cavity temperatures were measured with an iron-constantan thermocouple during
4
each test. Figure 31, shows the cavity-t_perature results plotted versus the_
,_ T-burner length.
:i_..::
_'. In addition, qualitative comparisons were made between t_ed and cal-
"._' culated values of the amplitude ratios and phase angles_. The calculations
were made from the equations shown above and with assumed values of the
parameter: p_i/VPo . Results from these comparisons are shown in Fig. 35
::: and 36. The results are plotted as amplitude ratios (i/rp) and phase
'ili_ angles (4) versus _/_o with pPi/TPo as the parameter, l single value II
•:_.';,_
( of _o was selected by plotting which best fit all the experimental data. I
The agreement between the experimental results and the analytical predictions is 1
_ not very satisfactory but no other model is available for analyzing unconventional 1
I
cavities. Therefore, these expressions were used. ,I
4
LIQUID PROPELLANT T-BURNER
Early in the program the possibility of converting the T-burner fr_n solid
propellants to liquid propellants was briefl_ explored. Several tests were
made with a Single triplet injection element lo_ated in one end el the T_burner.
The propellants were N_A/50% N_-50% UDMH. Results from these tests wer_
somewhat inc_clustve because of measurement difficulties, but they indicate
the T-burner was not unstable. No a_tempt was made to pulse the motor and,
96
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Iron-Constantan Themnocouple
Located Adjacent tO _aVlty
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tl
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Figure 3_. T-Buzner Temperature Data From Unconventional
Cavity Test Series
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Figure 35. Measured Phase Angle WitA_ an Intermediate Cavity
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• thereby, initiate an in,tability. Because of these discouraging results, no
i "i.... i/"
further attempts were made at this conversion. The conversion was tried
_ because the use of liquid propellants offered some advantages in cost and easa
of operation.
ASSESS_T OF T-BURNER RESULTS
,'.) ,.
• .•. ••
., , The results from the T-burner tests were somewhat less than satisfactory,
•. principally because the data were too badlp scattered to draw firm conclusions.
>"_ , This unsatisfactory character to the res_Its does not imply that the technique
• - .. •
•....:_ is invalid or not u.eeful;rather, it probably implies that greater care must ....
ii'! :'
_ ii ::_.";: be exercised in performing the tests along with some redesign of the hardware.
• . ....,
-_'w.!_.., The data scatter is very likely due to nonuniformltles and.run-to-run varia-
kiVi'i
.i:_i:i/._i_._i_i_i_/:.;,_.:;-.:_ bility in the burning surface area, which may be caused by inadequate ignition
_"_""*:":' or inhibiting along the radial surfaces of the propellant. Such problems are
not unusual with T-burners but were expected to be less significant in this
I ;.i!':}!ili!:i!{ ..._ gnition method can be used and the propellant can be bonded in place or
iiii_".iiii'i':" cast into a sample holder. Consequently, significant improvements in the
t
•..•._i quality of the T-burner results appears possible but probably., at greater expense, i
f
In.. spite of these difficultiesj .someconclusions may be drawn._ The bandwidth I
test data are believed general_v compatible wi_h the analytical predictions,
Thus, the model is believed adequate. The results from the unconventional
"i: cavity tests are more nearly satisfactory. Sca_ter in the. specifie resistance- ,_
. ;,., results is not excessive but the slope of the resultant,correlation is higher
_ than appears reasonable, i.e., the value of F seems too large. The comparison
102 _i
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,,:,_: of amplitude ratio and phase ar_le is poor, b_t this _ be due to run-to-run
variations in resonant frequency. Coneequent_ the T-burner _ata do not pro-
vide as much supportfor the anal_ical exprebsionsas desired,but the
weakness appearsto be in the data and not in the model.
.i
, FULL SCALE STABILIq_ TESTING
q
I
i
I
i Full scale stability rating tests have been made to evaluate the effects of
i
several cavity-related parameters on stability and, conversely, to evaluatei
the influence of other parameters on stabilization with_acoustic c_vities.
i Four__different series of tests were performed; these encompassed 125 hot
firings.
il The first series of tests (Phase I - Ft_II Scale Test Series)...wa_made to
ii;
measure the influence of cavity (i) width, (2) axial position and (3) multi-
plicity on engine dynamic stability. _e second series (Off-Nominal Test
I_i Series) was made to measure the infl_,enca_of engine operating conditions,
I i.e., m_xture ratio and chamber pressure on cavity stabilization. _ne thirdii test series (Film Cooling Test Series) was made to measure the influence of
•i.'_. film coolant flow rate on cavity stabilization. Finally, the fourth series !
" of tests (Unconventional Cavity Test Series) was made to evaulate the effec-
1
tiveness (ability to promote stability) of unconventional acoustic cavities. _ !
In addition, detailed cavity temperature measurements were made on all tests. i
i: i
The hardware use& for these tests was similar to the LM-Ascent engine but with an
umbaffled injector being used. However, the propellant valves andducts werenot
similar. The injector is the same as that use& previously durlng the LM Ascent
Engine Acoustic cavity Stuiy (Ref. i); it includes 214 unlike &oublet_pairs)
elements and 30 equally spaced, axially dlrected, film coolant oriflces _. The in-
Jector was designed for nominal operation with.N204/50 _ _2H4- 50__UDMH.prope].lants
at a mixture ratio of 1.60 and a chamber pressure of 122 p_ia. A soli&-walled s_el
thrust chamber was used for these tes_s; it was designed to aceo_mod&te replaceable
00000003-TSA05
rings which contained the acoustic cavities to be tested. The chamber dimensions
are equivalent to those of the ascent engine, i.e., 7.79 inch diameters con-
traction ratio of 2.90 and L* = 27.6 inches. Stability rating was accomplished
by disturbing the combustion process with 6.5 grain (RDX) bombs, with two
I bombs being used for each hot firing.
li
b_
L_
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
The engine used for the hot firing program was patterned closely after the LM
ascent engine with maximum use being m_de of hardware fabricated and used during
the_preceding program. An assembly drawing of the engine is shown in Fig. 39;
/ a photograph of the engine components is shown in Fig. 40. Provisions were
made in the engine for installing instrumentation at a number of locations: i
I" eight bosses for Photocon high-frequency transducers, four bosses for Kistler .|:
high-frequency transducers_ two bomb locations_ one chamber pressure tap_ and
twelve thermocouple locations for cavity temperature measurements. The solid
wall thrust chamber was constructed from the previously used chamber by removing
the upstream portion of the chamber, including the pulse gun parts_ and welding a ._. .
new section in its place. The various components of the thrust chamber assembly
and their function are summarized in Table 5. Further, the--thrustchamber
instrumentation locations are listed in Table 6. _
The onlyhardware design and modification that caused sam difficulty was the ,,.
thrust chamber weld. This weld cracked after a number of tests. However,
after re-welding, no further difficulties were encountered.
l
1
r
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TABLE 5
il
FULL SCALE TEST HARDWARE
! ASS  LY SUB-ASSm LY  RA NGNO. CO S
i
I Thrust LM Thrust Chamber R3J1813 Modified original to meet
Chamber Rebuild Assembly program requirements.
i"
Special Photocon Adapter R3B1814 Allows a 1345-serie_ photocon
Fitting to be used in a bomb poi t.
Kistler Trar_ducer Adapter R3C1818-21
6.5 Grain Bomb Assy R3C1823 Drawing used for fabrication.
Bomb Adapter Assy R3C1821 For mounting the low cost bomb
i_ in the thrust chamber
|;-
'ii: Adapter LM Baffle_Jector Adapter R3EI815 Adapts R3DI816A injector to
R3J1813 thrust chamber.
l_jl Kistler Transducer Adapter R3C1818-II I
Kistler Transducer Adapter R3C1819 Allows the cavity transducer
Housing position to be varied from 1.O
to 1.8 inches deep. _
!)ili Adapter Housing Clamp R3C1820 Secures R3C1819 Adapter to |
:_:_ R3EISI5 adapter.
Injector Retention Plate R3C1817 Secures the R3DISI6A injector tc
.... the R3EI815 adapter. _
Injector LM Unbaffled Injector Assy R3DI816A Remove the flange from the
_, Rework original; this allows for radlal
cavity thermocouples to pass
• the injector seal.
Engine R3J-1822A Shows complete assembly and
Assembly instrumentation location. :
1
I
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TABLE 6
THRUST CHAMBERINSTRbMENTATION LOCATIONS
LOCATION (I)
a
r 0 z
PARAMETER TRANSDUCER (Inches) (Degrees) (Inches)
L
High Frequency Chamber Pressure Photocon 3.895 O 4.23
270 4.23
225 4.23
135 4.23
90 4.23
0 2.06
.,, ,, 270 2.06
225 2.06
Time-Average Chamber Pressure Tabor 3.895 330 5.8
High Frequency Cavity Pressure Kistler 3.895 330 1.60
,, 3.895 30 o
(2) 30 (2)
Radial_Cavity Temperature .... 3.395 90 (3)
..... _.o95 95
--- 4.195 85 I
--- 4.49_ 90
--- 5.095 85 k' !I
Axial Cavity Temperature --- 3.995 120 -0.1
i --- 125 -o.2
--- i15 -o.3
--- 120 -0.6
--- _, 125 -o.9
.... ll5 -1.2
(i) The coordinate system is referenced to the center of the injector face, with
the positive axial direction taken as downstream and the angular locations are
measured from the vertical directionat the toper the engine. ' r
(2) r & z varied with the cavity depth and location.
(3) thermOcouple immersion varied with cavity loeation. _
z
1o9 _.
• _..... _ : -., ,___ "" _ . _-_........ L.
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__- Thrust Chamber
i{ The thrust chamberused during the previousprogramwas modifiedby replacing
i I
the upstream portion of the chamber with a new section which was electron-beam
welded in place. This weld cracked after about thlrty_hot firings. The crack
i began on the inner walll slowly propagated through _o the outside and. then
began to leak. The external Joint was then successfully rewelded (tungsten/
inert gas).
z
' Special adapter fittings were designed for the bomb installation ports in the
_ thrust chamber. Local deformation (splay) of the bomb ports had been encountered
.i_ .. previously from the bomb detonation. The bomb adapter fitting was fabricated
from 4340 steel and subsequently heat treated to produce a yield strength i_
•_:_i excess of 200_000 psi. These fittings have prevented deformation of the bomb
•.._!i_i ports throughout the test program_ in excess of i00 bomb detonations per fitting.
•i Injector Adapters .....
_ Two injector adapters (R3E-1815) were fabrlc&_ed; the first to accommodate
'):
/il both axial and radial cavity configurations_ and the second to acco_aodate .......... i
o_7 the radial cavity configurations. Two adapters were made so that the
cavitythermocouplescould be positionedbefore assembly. These ad_l_terscon-
tain all .of. the cavity !nstrumentation ports (for thermocouples and Kistler i.
transducers). In addition_ they included the sealin_ surfaces for plston-type
seals on the thrust chamber and injector. _he_ _isf_lez__..adap_rs .were essentially
an eccentric which allowed the transducer to be .l_ositione_ at eawLty depths
" varyingfrom_l.lOinahesto t, 80..inQhOB,..........................................................................................................................................................................
i
lie
,!
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The injector adapters were designe_toeliminate numerous sealing problems
encountered_in the previous program. Few problems were encountered with
them.
I
• The unbaffled injector used for the hot firing program was the same as that
used in the previous program for the flight-design injector tests___This in-
Jector was made entirely from aluminum and consisted of a one-piece milled
body, eight propellant rings and six propellant-distribution rings, which
; were electron-beam welded together. The propellant diahribution rings were
incorporated into the outer six manifold ring grooves to improve propellant
distribution.
Unlike-doublet injection elements were used in the injection pattern which
lwas similar to the LM ascent engine injectors. All of the injection orifices
were electrical-discharge machined. Standard LM ascent injector inlet screens ,_
J
were installed in the propellant inlets.
.!
The injection patter_:was comprised of 21_ unllke-_ou_let elements an_ 30 axial-
ly directed showerhead film coolant orifices. The impingement angles were
28.5° on the oxidizer stream aud bO° on the fuel stream. _nenominal impinge-
ment distance was 0.175 inches. Sixty of unlike doublets were comprised of
O.0417-inch diameter fuel orifices and O.Ol&O-inch diameter oxidizer orifices;
these were used along the chamber wall. The remaining 15_ elements were com-
prised of O.O310-inch diameter fuel orifices and O.0365-inch diameter oxidizer
orifices. _
iii ' '-
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Two photographs of the injector, taken after completion of the hot-flrlng
program, are shown in Fig. 41 and 42. The weld metal evident on.the per-
iphery of the injector face-was added during the film cooling test series to
close alternate orifices. The injector was in good condition in spite of
the fact that it had been exposed to nearly 300 bomb disturbances. The in-
Jector was modified from its original design to remove a flange and substi-
tute a piston-type O-ring sealing arrangement.
In the course of the hot firing program only one minor injector repair was
necessary. As mall crack developed at the center of the injector face after
a small protrub@rance-(the center disc) burned off. This crack was welded
and no further problems were experienced.
AcousticCav.ltvRings
Seventeen acoustic cavity rings were fabricated; these are summarized in
Table 7 • The cavities were partitioned at 30° intervals. The partitions
were installed el_th roll.pins or by welding. When installed, an ""
adhesive (Permatex No. 2) was used to fill any unwanted cracks. A photograph
• 2!
of 15 of the cavity configurations ia shown in Fig. _4 , subsequent to testing.
L'
Two of the original rings were modified to make the additional cavity
configurations. ,_ _
T
112 ' -"
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TABLE?
CAVITY CONFIGURATIONS TESTED DURING PHASE I HOT-FIRING TESTS
Cavity
Configuration Orientation Zc* w* _ *
Number __ (in.) ( in. ) ( in. )
Injector
Thrust Chamber
I
Axially-Directed Cavity '
(Cavity Dimensions Exaggerated
for Clarity)
Thrust Chamber
I
w _
(Cavity Dimensions Exaggerated I 1 [
a
p
Figure _3. Notation For CaVity Configurations Evaluated
During Phase I Hat Firinga
q
i
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5AA36-11/_/70-SlC_
Figure 44. P_lotograph of Cavity Rings Used During Phase I Full Scale
Testing
ii?
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_ Stability Ratin_ Bombsi
[ Bombs were used exclualxely during the hot firing program to stability rate
_i the engine. In additlon, a new low cost comb configuration was developed and
!.
i used throughout. A schematic diagram of _he new bomb is shown in Fig. 45a1
a photograph is show_ in Fig. _Sb. Although some development was required,i
I! a substantial cost saving was achieved. The new bombs were obtained for
less than $10 per bomb whereas the bombs used previously, throughout the LM
ascent engLne development and the acoustic cavity study, cost approximately
i_i $i00 per bomb. Although the price for an additional purchase of the low-cost
_:i bombs would probably increase somewhat, the cost saving would still be
!'.}
substantial.
The performance of the low cost bombs, in term_of overpressure-and pressure-
l i rise rate, appears entirely equivalent to that of the old design° Typical
bomb disturbances obtained in the engine, one for an unstable test and one
for a stable test, are shown in Fig 46. Furthermore, the recorded over-
;_ pressures and pressure rise rates obtained throughout the hot firing program 8
consistently exceeded the contract requirements, i.e., peak pressure in excess
of 175 percent of the chamber pressure disturbance and e pressure rise rate
in excess of i00,000 psi per second. _ .4
Test,Stand,
A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 47 of the test stand and propellant sup-
ply systems used for the hot firing program. Propellants utilized throughout
the program were N20_/N2H4-U_H (50-50). _e run tanks were sufficient to
permit cumulative run durations of 60 seconds. Gaseous nitrogen was used for
propellant pressurization and system purges.
118
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Before_ firings were begu_, several modifications were made to the facilities
to improve the control over engine mixture ratio and chamber pressure. Prin-
cipally, this involved installation of cavitating venturies in both propellant
lines and adding precision measurement and readout systems for each tank
pressure. A digital voltmeter was used for the readout, the pressure signal
being conditioned,so that the readout could_be interpreted directly as a pres-
sure in psi. .. __
Measurements
The instrumentation has been summarized previously in Table 6 . Conventional •
_ measurements of pressures, propellant temperatures and flowrates were made to
_ determine the steady state operation. Cavity temperature measurements were d
_i made with tungsten/rhenium thermocouple (W26Re/WSRe); these thermocouples will
_ withstand temperatures in excess of 3000 F. High frequency pressure measure-
ments were made with Photocon transducers (model 1345) and Kistler transducers
ii (model 603A), the latter being using to measure the cavity response. The
steady state operational data and the temperature data were recorded on a Beck- !
man 210 Data Acquisition System. This is an analog-to-digital cQnversion Sys-
tem with an established accuracy of < 0.i percent. The high frequency pressure
data were recorded on a i_ channel Hewlett-Packard model 3955E tape recorder.
No significant problems were encountered with any of:_hemessurements during
the program.
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li.i"'; PHASE I - FULL SCALE TEST SERIES
_i: T_estP!an ..............................................................................................
however, a number of additional tests were required because of operational and
" "' hardware difficulties experienced during this series. These tests were directed
•-:..... toward experimental definition of.the eft_cotsof cavity width, axial location
... :_!_.,i... !"i'/. and multiple rows on stability. In addition, the cavity temperature distri-
....i!_.._i':._-:".-
• :{;c. bution and oscillatory pressures were measured.
"" .. • _.'." ..-.,:I,_'
" '-._"'_"• Several sets of tests were planned for this series_ At the_outset several
,:.;TI;_'._._i._._:_._
._,..,.=..._'.v..:.:: . .. .-_. tests were planned for reference purposes and to gain assurance that the sta-
_'i_-._:'::_"i'-_.'E.._._.;,K:'.
bility characteristics of the engine have not changed significantly from those
:..'-.,...-:;:_....- ... obser_¢edduring the LM cavity program (Ref. i). A 1.3-inch long, axially dir-
i./iiii:i.!!i!:!i,i,]..i.::.i.:i';/i,ected cavity was selected; this cavity length had previously produced marginal
;::i:'; :::.ii _de. _?nesetests were expected to be sufficient to determine any changes in
.........:_: s_a__+_..
The next set of tests was made to determine the effect of cavity width on sta_
bility, During prevlou_ _e_ting a _Inim_._effectiVe cavity width :ms _,-_
(Ref. i), but no maximum width. Therefore, a set of _ests was-made to deter-
mine this upper limit. ORvlty widths of 0.3, 0.6, and l.O-inches were
. _.
... :....,_ evaluated. These tests were expecte_ to be adequate to define the upper
• ..':i _; bound on width,
_.
• ,j.
. 125
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The third set of tests was planned to investigate the effect of axial position
on cavity stabilization. Previous tests had indicated a strong sensitivity
Of cavity effectiveness on axial position (Ref. i). These tests were planned
to verify this effect and/or examine it further. Specifically, tests were
scheduled to investigate the variation of cavity effectiveness with axial
position and, further, to determine if the previously observed loss in effect-
iveness is only due to a change in required cavity tuning. The intent was to
determine the criticality of cavity position.
The final set of tests was planned to investigate the potential advantages of
multiple rows of cavities. The intent of these tests was toprovide a measure
of the ability to increase cavity damping by adding resonators.
l
All of the Phase I hot firing were to be made at nominal I/4ascent engine
operating conditions, i.e., a mixture ratio of 1.60 and a chamber pressure
of 123 psia. Propellants were N20_ (green) and N2H_-U_ (50-50) at ambient '
temperature. Facility modifications necessary to restrict mixture ratio
variations to within 1.60 % 0.03 and chamber pressure variations to within
P
123 ± 3 psi, on a 2 e basis, were made.
Bombs (6.5 grain) were used exclusively for stability rating.
O_eTatipnal and Stability Results
A total of fifteen cavity configurations was tested during this test series_
The_e configurations, the corresponding test objectives, and the observed
zz6
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engine stability are summarized in Table 8 , the completed test matrix for
this test series. The engine was considered stable if it damped at least
six bomb disturbances, generally with two being used for each hot firing.
!
Clearly the engine was rather effectively stabilized by most of the config-
2_
urations tested. The operational and stability results, along with the char-
i acteristics of the bomb disturbances, are summarized in Table 9 • The bomb
_u
over-pressures and rise rates fall within an acceptable range; they are not
substantially different from those obtained previously under the LM ascent
L:
: engine contract with the more expensive bomb configuration. Further, the
_ variations in mixture ratio and chamber pressure are also within acceptable i
limits. The mean values of chamber pressure and mixture ratio are 122._7
• psia and 1.608, resp_ectively. Arithmetic average deviations on chamber pres-
!iii.ii sure and mixture ratio are-O.819 psia and 0.O105, respectively. Root-mean-
square deviations (standard deviations) are 0.967 and O.OIB. The cavity
• temperature data have been found to be repeatable and quite consistent. 0
_ These data will be discussed later in this section of the report.
|
Several important observations may be drawn from the stability results.
First, no slot width was found which is "too"__wide;the.maximum effective
slot width is greater than 1.0 inches. Second, the engine can be made sta- _
b!_ with a slot located as far as 1.0 inches (midw_dth) downstream if the
slot is wide enough. Finally, with the dual aXial/radial configuration (No. _
I_), although the engine was stable, the damp times were somewhat longer
than with other configurations, suggesting a smaller stability margin. _
However, this probably reflects the same error in hardware design which "_
caused the axial slot results to be deemed invalid, as _iscusae_ below.
O000000g-TSC04
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The stability results obtained with_the 0.2 and 0.3-inch wide axial slots
were invalid because the slot entrance was partially blocked by the radial
blank ring. The blank ring which fills the radial cavity location must be
chamfered to completely expose the axial cavity; it was not. As assembled
the exposed slot width was only ~ 0.i inch, which is too small to stabilize ...........
the engine even if it were not detuned by the obstruction.
Am, nber of hardware and operational difficulties were encountered which
prevented the efficient completion of this test series. Some of the oper-
ationaLdifficulties stemmed from the facility modification made to improve j
Jcontrol over the propellant flowrates and pressures. One problem, that mayhave affected the stability results in some small measure was a persistent,
!
_:: low-level feed-system coupled oscillation at 500 Hz that was repeatedly ex-
perienced during the testing. The worst levels were ~ I0 percent of chamber ..
-_ pressure but generally it occurred at ~ 5 percent peak to peak. Initially, o
" the cavitating venturies were moved well upstream of the injector ( > 160
diameters) to eliminate the possibility of two-phase flow in the lines. When
-. the problem persisted, quarterwave tubes were added to each feed line a few ._
inches upstream of the manifold in an effortto reduce or eliminate the
problem. Each of these consisted of a 1-inch-diameter tube mounted vertical- _ -.:
ly above the feed llne and coupled through an orifice to another closed length.
The upper cavity is intended to accept all of the entrapped gas as the line
primes. The liquid-filled tube to the orifice should then act as a quarter-
wave tube. This approach allows the quarterwave tubes to drain naturally
without the need for bleed valves. These tubes were installed subsequent to
test No. 64. Tests 65 through 76 were made _o repeat previous tests w_th
132
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a 500 Hz oscillation level _ i0 percent. The levels were reduced by the
quarterwave tubes to _ 6 percent.
The influence of the 500 Hz oscillation on the high frequency stability of the
engine is difficult to adequately assess. However, there is no evident difference
in the bomb responses observed when the amplitude of the 500 Hz oscillation
varied between 5 and 10 percent. Moreover, this amplitude range is low enough
that mode coupling, between this oscillation and any high frequency mode, is
not expected to be important. Thus, these levels are _elieved low enough so
that stability of the acoustic modes is substantially una___ffectedby the feed
system-coupled oscillation. However, the cavity temperature may be increased
somewhat so that the required cavity tuning may be modified. ]
!
JA similar 500 Hz oscillation was experienced during the LM ascent engine injector
development, as reported in phase reports for both the Design Feasibility Test
Phase and the Design Verification Test Phase. With the unlike-doublet injector
the problem was eliminated by changes to the fuel duct, the changes being -
intended to reduce start transient over pressures. Use of this duct during
previous tasting with the unbaffled injector u_der the LM engine contract may _
be the reason_zthatno 500 Hz oscillation was experienced during that testing.
OFF-NOMINAL FILL-SCALE TEST SERIES........................ _
Te,st Plan
A series of 15 hot firings was planned for the off-nominal test series to
evaluate the influence of engine operating conditions on cavity__ffectiveness
(stabilization). A single cavity configuration was selected which was ex-
l133 _,.
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at nominal conditions; this configuration w_s a 0.3-inch wide_ 1.3-inch deep,__
I axially directed cavity. A near-marglnal configuration was selected so that
changes in the stability of the engine would be more nearly evident.
The off-nominal testing was intended to show the sensitivity of cavity
stabilization to changes in the operating conditions. A strong sensitivity
was not expected, based on results from the LM ascent engine contract. How-
li it was deemed important to define the sensitivity of cavity stabiliza,e_ver,
tion to operating conditions because_ in particular engine appllcations_ close "
control of engine operating conditions may not be possible or even desirable.
Thus, the applicabil_ty of cavities could be determined in p_rt by__this_d_egree......... 1
of sensitivityto operating conditions. .
!
One reason for selaci_ng the cavity configuration indicated above was to
re-evaluate it because of the failure to obtain valid results during the
Phase I testing. During the Phase I tests this cavity configuration failed
:, to stabilize the engine because the ca.z__tyentrance was partially blocked by
i", the improperly machined cavity rings. However, this configuration proved
adequate during the LM engine program (Ref. l) with the same injector. There-
fore, it was expected to be adequate and appropriate for.the planned tests.
A test matr.x for the planned tests isehown in Table 10. One set of tests
was planned at nominal conditions to verify stability_ Subsequentlx,. the
: _. effects of first chamber pressure and then mixture ratio_were to be determined
sequentially by variations from the nominal. A minimum pressure of 90 psia
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was selected as probably the lowest allowable without introducing significant
chugging instability. A maximum chamber pressure of 200 psia was selected. This
pressure should be high enough to be significant but would not require a facility
change. The mixture ratio range was selected arbitrarily but was believed large
enough to produce a significant effect on stability, if stability was affected
by it.
Operational and Stability Results .............
Stability results obtained f_nom this series of tests are summarized in Table ii,
the completed test matrix. The operational results and bomb response character-
istics are summarized in Table 12. During this series_ fourteen tests were%
made with a O. 3-inch by i.3-inch axial cavity with chamber pressure and mixture
ratio being varied from nominal conditions. Only two firings, rather than
•ii three, were made at the high mixture-ratio condition because scheduling problems |
I- in the test area made the third test expensive. Actual test conditions were
.:. slightly different from planned; the tests were made at chamber pressures of !
!i 190, 120 and 90 psia and mixture ratios of i.41, i.60 and 1.78. •_ _
.1
It should be noted that the tests at nominal conditions were unstable during ._
this test series, whereas previous tests with the sere cavity configuration
were stable during testing under _e L_ aacent engine contract (Ref. i), _nis
difference may be attributed to moderate ch_ing (the amplitude is approximately
7 percent peak-to-peak of chamber pressure at a frequency of 500 Hz) observed
during the current test series. _e chugging mode could al_er the gas tempera-
ture in the cavity which, in turn_ woul_ alter the cavity tuning and damping.
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The test results show that there is a definite effect of operational conditions
::i on engine stability. A gradual worsening of stability is indicated with In_
creasing chamber pressure or decreasing mixture ratio. However, these results
• exhibit only the overall effect on stability; appearitis not op_q_sib_!ecavitydampingt°separateis
effects on cavity damping from those on the net driving processes. Nonetheless,
clearly there is no abrupt or drastic change with operating conditions. The
observed effects are probably due to changes in the combustion driving rather
i than changes in cavity damping. It does not that
i seriously degraded by changes in operating conditions.
FILM-COOLING FULL-SCALE TEST SERIES
•.i':/ Test Plan
i'. Q.
The effects of varying the film-coolant flow-rate on_ cavity stabilization were
evaluated in a series of tests because detrimental effects of this cooling on
_ stability have been observed with acoustic liners (Ref. 13). One possible explan- !
ii!i_i!i!" ation for this observation is that part of the film coolant is trapped in the i
icavities which would_alter the _uning and damping of the cavities. Another possi-
iL:_ bility is that the oxidizer may penetrate into the film-coolant boundary layer and
!
• i__/ilii undergo a chemical reaction. In the latter case, the liner surface could act
_/_ effectively as an acoustic energy source rather than an energy sink. Therefore, it
was anticipated that film cooling cQuld also pay an important role in stabiliza- _
tion with acoustic cavities.
'i
A series of 18 hot firings was planned to investigate these effects____Wilm-
coolant flow-rates of 50, i00 and 200 percent _of nominal were-planned, where _
the film coolant flow--rate_used on previous tests waa regarded-as 50 percent i_
rather than i00 percent of nominal_---_hls choice allowmd the flowrate to be _"
varied by drilling ad_Itlonal equally spaee_ coolant orifices-and then
selectively plugging them. Further, the i00 percent flowrate is near the
• i!
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nominal film coolant flowrate on the production LM ascent engine injector.
_i ... The selected nominal flow-rate is roughly k.6 percent of the fuel flow.rate
_! (this percentage is based on total orifice area rather than measured
:! flow-rates). The other operating conditions were to be kept at their
nominal values.
I.
Two cavity configurations were planned this series: (i) a 0.3-inch wide
_ 1.3-inch deep, axially-directed cavity, and (2) a 0.4-inch wide, 1.5-inch
i _' deep radlally-dlrected cavity. The O_ x 1.3-inch axially-directed cavity
/ had been shown to be a marginally unstable configuration (off-nominal_test
_i _ results) and the 0.4 x 1.5-inch radially-dlrected cavity was a stable con- :
:f' figuration (Phase I full-scale test results). These two cavity configurations
• were selected to provide a stability regime such that the sensitivity of
• _: acoustic cavities to film-coolant rate can easily be distinguished. ..
•_._. _._: . .
m
•.:_:_i_,._ J:i_. _':_ The injector was modified to achieve the experimental objectives. Initially
i!_ the injector had thirty #80 eloxed film coolant orifices. To these, 90 add.i-
"i..._._.:_-. ltional holes__wem_added to provide 120 equally spaced #80 holes required for
•i:ii!!_: the 200 percent film-coolant flowrate. The i00 percent film-coolant rate was
to be achieved by closing alternate holes and the 50% level was then to be achieved
by closing every other remaining hole. The orifices w_re welded closed.
Operational and Stab:_lit_ Results
A test matrix for the planned and completed tests iS shown in Ts_l_ 13.
The observed engine stability is also indicated there. The ep_e_ra_.t!onal
..¶
results and observed bomb response characteristics are aromatized in Table !k.
!
" i_0 |_ "
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;i_i Nineteen full-scale tests were made for the film-cooling test series. Two
cavity configurations were tested at each film-coolant flow-rate. Mixture
ratio and chamber pressure for these tests were adequately controlled, mixture
ratio being maintained at 1.60 + 0.03 (o/f) and chamber pressure at 126 + 2 psia.
Examination of theam_test results clearly shows that the film coolant flowrate
has little, if any, influence on stabilization with acoustic cavities. No
doubt, film coolant characteristics can influence the cavity temperatures
(sound velocity), and thus tuning, under some circumstances. But, the stabi-
_: lizing ability of the cavity is not degraded, as opposed to the_reported effects
. _ with acoustic liners. Therefore, fortunately acoustic cavities may be designed
without careful tailoring of the film coolant characteristics simultaneously.
UNCONVENTIONAL-CAVITY FULL-SCALE TEST SERIES
ii i._ii'_ The test plan and cavity design for this test series was approached somewhat_i: differently from the other full-scale test series. In part, this was done
:::- because a series of tests was originally planned to verify the effectiveness
• : of the developed design methods. Subsequently, this demonstration was deleted
_'_ in favor of _ae_unconventional cavity series because the latter appeared more
valuable. However, because the original purpose of the test series was one of
f
verification, the cavity selection for the unconventional test series was made in
a manner similar, insofar as possi_le_ to that which would be used for a demon-
stratiOn of the design methods. Thus, the intent was largely.,._to de.sign and
demonstrate stable absorber configurations, rather than to surVey effects by
'_ testing a rs_e of configurations.
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Test Plan
A series of 12 hot firings was planned to evaluate the damping capability and
limitations of unconventional acoustic cavities. Such cavities are simply
acoustic resonator configurations which differ from those in common use for
stabilization, i.e., Helmho!tz or._quarter_ave resonators. Two kinds of
unconventional cavities were to be tested; these kinds have been denoted
as "intermediate" and "L-shaped" resonators. Analytical and subscale experi-
mental studies done earlier in the--program were used to aid in characterizing
these resonators.
The principal_reason for interest in unconventional cavity configurations is
to add versatility and latitude in cavity deslgn so that maximum use of the
available space in an engine can be made. Furthermore, the analytical studies
indicate that some damping advantages can also be realized, e.g., greater
bandwidth and multiple resonant frequencies. J
IA test matrix for the planned tests is shown in Table l5 • Four cavity con-
•igurations were selected for evaluation and these are shown in the matrix. .
!
Three hot firings, with two bomb disturbances (6.5 grain bombs) introduced
during each hot firing, were planned with each cavity configuration. The ._
tests were to be made at nominal operating conditions, i.e., a mixture ratio _'
of 1.60 and a chamber p_essure of L_2 psia.
The hardware designs for the four cavity configurations to be tested &re
shown in Fig. _8 (except the Kistler transducers were o_itted). All cavities
..... m ,
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.' TABLE 15
!
PLANNED TEST MATRIX FOR UNCONVENTIONAL CAVITY
FULL-SCALE TEST SERZE8
Number
ii Test Aperture ........ _C_avitI ............. ofObjectives Width( in. ) Length (in.) Width (in •) Length( in. ) Firings
.s .2 .B_--!z.B .'r I
Evaluate x x x x 3
:: Intermediate x x x x 3
Cavity
•_ .7 .85 1.3 ._
Evaluate x x x x 3 |
:_ "L" Shave x__ x x x 3
_ cavity --T- .......
,i
_. _2wo bomb disturbances per firing.
¢
lr
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had radially directed entranc_ and were machined into a ring which fit into
the existing thrust chamber, without modification. That is, the cavities
were designed to fit within the existing 1.3 x 1.8-inch envelope. Suitable
cavity configurations with axially directed entrances could not be made
without modifications to the thrust chamber and, therefore, were not
selected.
Theae cavity designs were obtained from damping calculations based on the
subscale (T-burner) test data and the previous hot firing results. One
"L" shaped and one intermediate cavity (the larger of each kind) were
designed for an average cavity temperature of 1900°F, which is the average
temperature measured during the Phase I full-scale tests with 0.3- to 0.4-
inch-wlde radial slotL However..this temperature is only an integrated 1
(linear) average from the thermocoup!e data; therefore, it may not be an ]
appr_opriateaverage or effective value for the acoustic calculations............. I
Consequently, a second pair of cavities w_s designed by referencing the :_ i
IPhase I full-scale stability results, which suggest a maximum damping (or i
at least adequate damping) at a slot length of 1.5 inch. An efTective i
Isound velocity corresponding to maximum damping with a quarterwave slot •
at 1.5 inch was, therefore, used to design the second pair of cavities,
This effective sound velocity corresponds to an average cavity temperature
of 900°F. Predicted damping curves for each of these cases is shown in
t
Fig. _9 through 52. These curves were obtained with the area-weighted ':'
cavity admittance (before the error in the computer program was-discovered).........
The cavity dimensions were chosen for maximum damping.
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Figure 49. Predicted Damping for "L" Shaped Cavity at 1900 F !
(With Area-Weighted Cavity Admittance)
I"
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The results from the T-burner tests enter the design calculations through the.
resistance coefficient, r. However, the exp@r!mental results yielded values
of F which appeared higher than reasonable. Consequently, somewhat lower
values were used for the design calculations; values of 1.5 and 2.0 were used
for thelntermedlate and "L" shaped cases, respectively. The corresponding
values obtained from the T-burner data were.l.8 and _. Although the amount
of this reduction is rather arbitrary, other damping calculatlons_indlcate
the effect of changing F in this case is principally to vary the magnitude
of the predicted damping but not the cavity dimensions corresponding to
maximum damping (at least for practical purposes). Thus, the same designs
would probably be selected even if the high values of F were used.
Operational and Stability Results
The completed test matrix for this series of tests is shown in Table 16; all !
tests were stable. The operational results and bomb response characteristics
are su2marized in Table 17. Thirteen hot firings were made during which
the mixture ratio was 1.60 _ 0..03and chamber pressure was 123 :_ 2 psia.
.I
These results clearly damonstrate that unconventional cavities can be effec- _
tively used in place of simple Helmholtz or quarterwave rasonators. Further- _
more_ adequate stability was obtained with a relatively large variatlon in
cavity tuning_ suggesting either a high margin of stability or broad bandwi_h_
O0000008-TSEO7
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CAVITY TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
Relatively detailed temperature measurements were made during essentially
all hot firings. Tungsten rhenium thermocouples (W26 Re/W5 Re )wereused
for these measurements because of the ability to withstand relatively high
temperatures. During the LMascent engine acoustic cavity study (Ref. i),
'i.i cavity temperature measurements were _%de but these were not of sufflcient
detail to accurately define the temperature distribution within a single
cavity. Therefore, the measurements during the current program were directed
toward defining this distribution.
ExposL_d Junction thermocouples were located in a radial cavity as shown in
Fig. 5B. Six thermocouples were used, t_hese being 0.i, 0.2, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9
J
4 and 1.2 inches from the open end of the cavity. The three thermocouples
i!
• nearest the open end were made with 22 gauge (0.025 inch diameter) wire,
butt welded to form the Junction. The remaining three were made of 30- a
m
•': gauge (O.OlO-inch-diameter) wire, also butt welded to form the J_ction.
With a radial cavity A the thermocouples are located around an angular posi- ..
",
tion of 90 degrees from the vertical (top), %he thermocouples being staggered
., +5 degrees to give adequate spacing as shown in Fig. 53. With an axial ._
i / m
cavity, a similar arrangement was used but the thermocouples are located
around 120 degrees. The fuel inlet was located at 270 degrees.
The temperature data obtained in this manner were found to be repeatable '_
and quite consistent. Extensive data were obtained; these are tabulated in /
Table B-1 of Appendix B. Some representative examples are shown in Fig. 54
and Fig. 55. In addition, a_ attempt Was made to develop or adapt an
£
analytical model to describe the temperature dietributien.
IS? ...
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Figure 54. Typical Cavity Temperature Data from
Phase I Full Scale Tests
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IThis analysis is described in Appendix B. Unfortunately, the effort was not
entirely successful; however, a semi-empirlcal equation was developed from
the data which may be used for rational estimates of the cavity temperature
distributions. This analysis suggests that cavity temperatures are most
strongly related to: (i) film coolant characteristics, (2) local adiabatic
wall temperatures, and (3) near-wall propellant injection characteristics.
Naturally, the propellant combination itself affects the temperature _Istrl-
L_
bution as well.
i
Average cavity temperatures, obtained by numerically integrating the data along the
slot length, are shown in Fig. 56 for the Phase I tests. The effects of axial
position and slot width on this average temperature are clearly shown. Similar aver-
age te_eratures are shown in _ables 18 through 20 corresponding to the data
obtained during the other test series. The latter results are somewhat
!
i less consistent but some trends are evident. The average cavity temperature
appears to increase with chamber pressure and possiblp show a maximum, but ,_
the l_tter trend is dependent upon the low indicated temperature at high
mixture ratio which may be suspect. The average temperature results in
Table 19 suggest an increase with decreasing film coolant flow rate, as
i might be expected. The results from the unconventional cavities, Table 20,
appear consistent with similar conventional cavities, suggesting that the
i cavity shape does not have a substantial effect. The thermocouples for
this test series were located near the midwidth position for each radial
location...........................................
b_
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Figure 56. Spatial Average Cavity Temperature Measured
Durin8 Phase I Full Scale Tests
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TABLE 18
SPATIAL AVERAGE CAVITY TEMPERATURES NEASURED DURING
THE OFF-NOMINAL TEST SERIES
Chamber Pressure Mixture Ratio Average Cavity
(psia) (O/F) Temperature (F)
120 i.60 l_O
9o I.6o l_OO
19o i.60 175o
120 1.41 1330 i,
_20 I.78 780
TABLE 19
SPATIAL AVERAGE CAVITY T_PERATURES MEASURED DURING :.
FILM COOLING TEST SERIES
Coolant Flowrate , Average Cavity Temperature (F)
PercentofNominal 0.4_I.'6_i .Radial0.3_1.30i_.A_aC J
._, Cavity Cavity ,--
50 1530 1770
I00 i_0 1370
200 143o 15hO
TABLE 20
SPATIAL AVERAGE CAVITY T_MPERATURES MEASURED DURING ,
THE.LTNCONVENTIONALCAVITY TEST SERIES
<i
Colq _ratlon
_ n g_......._ Resonator Cavity Average Cavity
Width (in.) Tempera%ure (F)
Intermediate O.9 19_0
In_ermedlat_ i,3 1900
"L"-Shaped 0.9 1980 :
"L"-_ha_d i.3 1780 .
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The foregoing results indicate that the cavity temperature depends in a
rather complicated way on cavity width and axial position and on engine
_ operating conditions and film coolant characteristics. Moreover, a com-
: plicated dependence on slot depth is also indicated. These results can be
introduced into the damping calculation to the extent that the comp_¢ated
temperature profiles can be approximated by a smooth curve era uniform
average temperature. A more sophisticated analysis of the cavity wave motion
iwhich accounts for the det_d!s of the temperature distribution is probably
.-- unwarranted at this stage because of uncertainties in other factors such .as...........
!_" molecular weight of the gas. Nonetheless, the average values are requ_ed ............................'-
'_ for cavity design and are probably sufficient. ................. .__
SUMMARYOF FULLSCALETESTRESVLT8.....
,>
Results from the _ scale testing allows clarification of several aspects
of cavity behavior. The detailed temperature data Just described appear more
precise and coneistant than any previousl_ available. Thesedata can be
averaged with greater confidence than previously. Moreover, the influence
on cavity temperature of cavity width and depth, a_ of engine oPeratir_
conditions and film coolant flowrate are reasonably clear from the d_ta. --
Further, the data from the unconventional cavities suggest the temperatures
therein are largely equivalent to those in conventional cavities.
During this program a low-cost bomb was d@veloped whio_ e_hibits the same
yield as previous bombs but with a substantial cost saving.
i
i
L 16_
• i i,
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During the Phase T. full scale testingj the influence of cavity widthj axial
location and multiplicity on engine stability were measured. The result8
indicate a relatively large range of cavity dimensions exists which will
effect stability. No slot width up to 1.0 inches was found "too" w_e to
stabilize the engine; the maximum effective slot width was not reached during
the program. In addition, the engine was readily stabilized with radially
directed slots located up to 1.0 inches (midwidth) downstream from the injector
face; thus, the stabillzation ability of the slot is not highly sensitive to
axial position as some previous data had suggested. Moreover, the engine was
also stabilized with two and three slot combinations; however, the only
evident advantage of multiple slots over a single slot with equivalent open
area is to introduce multiple resonant frequencies of the cavities. Further-
more, during these tests the influence of engine operating conditions was
removed by precise control of the engine mixture ratio and chamber pressure, i
The influence of operating conditions on cavity stabilization was investigated _
during the off n_-_i_ test series. The test results exhibit a gradual and
consistent variation of _tability wit1__ixture ratio and chamber pressure.
These results probably reflect simply a variation in the instability driving _
processes rather than a cavity effect. __nestabilization ability of a cavity
does not appear highly sensitive to engine operating couditicns.
The 4_nfluenceof the film .coolant _ow rate on cavity stabilization was also
investigated. The stability results indicate little Influence, if any, ef
film coolant flowrate over the range investigated. The cavity temperatures
|
were affected tc some degree but a slight change of stabilit_ with the 0.3-
_,_chwide cavity appears compatible with the temperature change, The observed
weak dependence of cavity stabilization on finn Coolant fl_rate removes con- r
165 !'
cern for a degradation of stability acc_par_i_ increased film coolant
flowrate_which has been observed with acoustic liners.
The stabilization ability of four different unconventional cavity configura- .+
tione (two "L,'shaped and two intermediate configurations) was evaluated.
All four produced dynamic stability. Thisdemonstrated effectiveness allows !
greater design flexibility to be introduced and more efficient utilization
of available space. Eoreover, some stability gains were achieved; the 0.3-
!
inch-wide intermediate cavit_ stabilized the engine whereas no_e of the O._-........
inch-wide conventional cavities completely etab_.llzedthe engine. Further- .+
more, the unconventional cavities were designed for two widely separated
cavity temperatures and, thereby, resonant frequencies. Nevertheless, all
of them s_bilized the engine_ e.result which suggests a substantial stability
margin.
+ .
During _he full scale testing the 0.3-inch wide, 1.30_inch deep _ _
directed cavity failed to completely stabilize the ermine whereas during the
LM ascent engine study the same configuration stabilized essentially the
same engine. _is difference m%7 have be_ due to the use of different feed
systems, which may have affected propellant spray atomization and.combustion
characteristics (and thus stability), or due to the 500 HZ chug (or buzz),
which could have altered cavity temperatures or high frequenc7 stability.
Perhaps an+otherpossibility is the_difference in _be used. Nonetheless,
the stability differences are believed relatively _ in that this configura-
tion appears near the stability boundaz7 _r_ both. Sets ef stability data. Xt
is reasonable to expect that near a etabi_L_y bouuda_ mall changes in a
J
variety of parameters could alter stability fr_ bei_ stable tOrbeing _g rtnall_
stable as observed.
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CUR_ DESIGN STATUS AND ......................................................
i RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES
The stability results from the Phase I Full Scale Test Series may be con-
veniently summarized in graphical form as shown in Fig. 57. These results
_. were-all obtained at nominal operating conditions. Clearly, a relatively
large region of stable cavity configurations, in terms of cavity width and
depth, exists for this engine. However, the boundaries of that region have
not yet been defined, except for the smaller cavity width. The indicated ....
size of this arable region suggests the ability to stabilize mora unstable
engines with acoustic cavities than the engine tested, which was, nontheless, ._
quite unstable without a cavity.
1
Also shown on this plot are predicted curves of constant damping coefficient.
_ These curves were calculated for radially directed slots located adjacent to
-_ the injector and with an average cavity temperature of 900 F. The curves
shown in Fig. 57 were obtained with P_/Tpo _ 0.18. Similar curves are
shown in Fig. 58 for P_/_Po _ 0.09. Of course, not all of the data were
obtained with radial slots located at the injector a_ assumed in the calcula_
!
tion_ nonetheless, the calculated behavior is generally in agreement with .........................|
the dataln both cases......An accurate comparison between measured and calcu-
lated damping is largely prevented because the boundaries of the stable
region are not defined, In addition the measured average cavity temperatures
varied with axial position and slot width so that a comparison with pre- •
dicted damping curves for a constant temperature is not quite valid. Further,
167
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the measured temperatures are significantly higher than that assumed slOt the
damping ca!cu__ation__19OO F compared with the 900 F assumed in the calcula-
tion). This difference may be due, in part, to the molecular weight of the
gas in the cavity being higher than assumed (the main stream molecular weight).
In spite of these qualifying factors, the ana_tlcal model has several
weaknesses. Although much effort has gone into assuring accurate prediction
of the damping provided by an acoustic cavity, considerable uncertainty still !
the model accounts for nonlinearities in only an approx- Iexists. Furthermore,
I
imate way, which must be regarded as a weakness. The importance of steady
!
flaw has not been demonstrated, but these effects can and should be included
in the analysis. The temperature and sound velocity of the gases in the
r cavity cannot be accurately predi=ted. _e damping model has been formulated
to avoid analysis of the complicated combustion and other processes; however,
_ this omission is also a weakness. _
!
On the other hand, the az_l_tical model has been strengthened in a numba_ of
ways. The wave equation is accurately solved for a chamber containing an
acoustic cavity. The semlempirical cavity impedance _q0ression that has
been formulated and adopted appears largely satisfactory. Certainlyj the
T_
ability to analyze the _ped and generalized resonator configurations
is impertaz_t.
From an experimental standpoint, considerable information has.been developed
which is useful and importantwithout reg_ to the dampir_ analysis. A
17o
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Jwide range of cavity configurations has been founl that will stabilize the
engine at nominal and probably off-nomlnal operating conditions. These
include simple quarterw_ve resonators, either axiall_ radially directed
and located at the injector face or moved downstream. They also include
the unconventional configurations. In addition, an extensive set of rela-
tively accurate cavity temperature data has been obtained.
RECOrDeD DESIGN APPROACH
Generally the reco_nended approach involves use of the damping-coefficient :
calculation to select a near optimwn configuration within the available
space which must contain the acoustic cavity. The optim_n configuration
may correspond to maximum predicted damping or same compromise between high ........
damping and weak sensitivity to poorly known or controllable parameters, __
such as cavity temperature or cavity dimensions. The iterative form of the
characteristic equation is recommended (either Eq. 35 or 48 ) without gains
or losses (zero admittances) at the ends of the chamber. The generalized
cavity impedance expression should be used whenever possible so that maximum
use can be made of available volume. No preference is given for axially or
radially directed cavities; either may be used. However, often greater open
area within acceptable spatial limits can be obtained with a radiall_ directed
cavity.
Selection of the cavity sound velocity and density should be based on what
ever data are available for the propellant ecmbination and injector type of
interest. These parameters are generally difficult to select with confidence.
For propelSants, operating conditions, and inJecter types similar to thoae ",,_
of the LH ascent engine, the cavity temperature data from this program may
17oa _.
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i I be used as a guideline. Some of the available refeN_ces for data on other
Ii propellant c___binations are included in Appsndix A. The cavity sound
! velocity and density may be controlled to some extent by purging the cavity
I
with cold gas, e.g., hydrogen when it is also used as the fuel. Unfortunately
the required purge flc_rate is un_.
!
r
Based on..the assumed cavity conditions_ _a_tric curves of predicted j_;
damping_as a function ofj for exam_ole, cavity width or depth may be calculated _,
from the characterist0icequation. General, the zero-iteration-approxima-
+
tion is sufficient, but this _ be checked b_ addlz_ iterations. Contour
i_ plots similar to those shown in Fig.57 and 58 can be_ab_alned by cross plot-
tingo From these damping curves a suitable cavity configuration may be
selected. Recognizing that man_ uncertainties are involved, it is not
necessary to precisely define the point of optimum damplng. Similar damp-
ing curves may be calculated to exhibit the i_luence of cavity temperature;
these affect the cavity selection to the e_te_t the cavity temperature
(sound velocity and density) are deemed _mcertaln.
In making these calculations, several guidelines ma_ be used. First, it is '.
!: recommended, based on the most recent results frc_ this program, that the
slot amplitude/i_pedance parameter _/v Pc be treated as a combined parameter
and that values for this parameter of O.i to 0.2 be used. This corresponds
to selection of a desig_ _mplit_de. Seoo_Ll,lv, for i_et_billt_ frequencies
lower than say lO00 to 2000 Hz the volmm req_.re_e_le for a cavity become
excessive and use of baf_es rathe_ than a_OOlqO,e'J_nhO_,_l be considered.
170b
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The recommended chamber length for use in the calculation is the sum of the
cylindrical length of the chamber and two-thi_s of the distance from the
!beginning of nozzle convergence to the throat. Absorbers corresponding todamping coefficients less than _lO0+sec -I are probably not worth hot fire
+ evaluation. Partitions are recommended in the acoustic cavity to prevent the .
circumferential flow of hot gases. These should be spaced more closely than,
perhaps, one-quarter wavelength based on the main chamber sound velocity.
The cavities should be located near the periphery of the injector but the i
full-scale test data indicate that it is not critical that the cavity be
,!
immediately adjacent to the injector face. If more than one instability
mode is of concern, then multiply tuned cavities may be used or the multiple __
resonant frequencies of the generalized resonators may be used. For example__ 4
the lowest two resonant frequencies in a "L"-shaped resonator can be adjusted \"
so_that each corresponds to an instability mode. The _le_tmst data
indicate that it is difficult to use a slot that is too wide; a result which
suggests that preference be given to high open area designs. Further, these
data indicate that film-coolant flowrate and engine operating conditions do
not affect the cavity design except through the cavity sound velocity and
temperature.
Acoustic cavities may be constructed from ablative material as well as metals.
However, in ar_vcase where dimensional stability is difficult to control, a
design should be sought that is weakly sensitive to dimensional changes. The
intermediate and generalized resonators are better _n this respect that a
straight slot.
B_ employing this general approach and these guidelines it should be possible
to rapidly achieve a workable and stable configuration. _
171
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APPENDIXA
K_V_ OF _IOUS W_K
I
_J
IN_ODUCTI_
Acoustic cavities or quarterwave resonators are paa_ of a class of combustion _
stabilization devices which may be described as acoustic absorbers. The
term "absorbers" is taken to include all kinds of acoustic resonators with
any distribution within the combustion chamber. The effects on stability i
of each kind of resonator array appears to be much the same in each case,
Consequentl_ a review of the available information concerning the use of
absorbing devices for combustion stabilization is the subject of this appendix.
Various kinds of acoustic absorbers have bee_ evaluated in a variety of
engines. Much of the early work was directed toward the use .of so-called
full length acoustic liners. Such liners are comprised Of an array of Helmholtz ' _i
resonator_ distributed unifor_ over the wall of the thrust chamber. In
most cases the resonator array has been formed by installing a perforated
k
t
shell with the perforations lea_ from the combustion chamber into an i
annula_ resonator cavity between the shell and the outer thrust chamber wall.
The ability of full length -linen to prevent high frequency combustion -in_
stability has been demonstrated.
More recent work has shown that a full length liner is often not required
for stability, Partial length liners were tried and feund to be as effective
as their full length counterparts. Still more recent work has shown that
stability can be ebtained w_th on_ a few acoustic r_sonators (often not of _!
the Helmholtz t_pe) located in or nea_ the in_ector Sacs,
1?.
' -- ' II .... ; ........................................ it- "_:-:'--::'T _ " iii i [ . ._ aL J
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Absorber Confi_uratlons a_ Location
In general, acoustic absorbers are comprised of an array of acoustic re__son_-........................
tors, i.e. Helmholtz, quarterwave, or other kinds of resonators. A Helmholtz
resor_tor consists of a small passage (an aperture) leading fr_ the main
chem_v___to_a closed cavity (a resonator cavity). Early liners were made up
_. of equally spaced apertures leading into a common resonator volume but with
_ a few partitions in the resonator cavity to prevent hot-gas flow into the !
cavity.
With a full length acoustic linear, the resonators are uniforml_ distributed :'
over the entire chamber wall from the injector to the nozzle entrance plane. JHowever, shorter liners have also been proved effective. This was initial_
i demonstrated by Ford (Re£ A-_ during a series of tests in which an effective _
(stable configuration) full length liner was replaced by a quarter-length _
section of itself. Stability was obtained when this section waa located in
either of the two upstream quarter-length portions of the chamber. When it _
was moved downstream to the third quarter-length position, marginal stability
was obtained while, when located adjacent to %he nozzle, hlgh-frequency corn- _
hustio_ instability was encountered.
In addition, Garrison (Ref.A-2)has reported hot firing evaluation of liners
with lengths equal to 1/2, _, and _8 of the chamber length, but which
were otherwise equivalent. Stability was ebtalned with the 1/2 and _
length liners when each was installed adjacent to the injector but onl_ mar-
ginal stability was obtained with i/8 length version located in this position.
Nonetheless, the measured instability amp_tudes with the 1/8 length liner
• were _i_nlfics_tly roduced from those observed with no liner (i_ _ 10%
of chamber pressure peak to peak compared with _ _0% with no liner).
i
Additional tents were also conducted with this 1/_!_h liner but with the
liner moved three inches downstream. The measured amplitudes doubled with
t
this change in axial position, although the amplit_ies were still less tho_ i
!
10% of chamber pressure peak to peak.
Vincent (Ref.A-_ tested i/A, _2 and full length liners as part., of a rela- i_
tlvel_ extensive liner evaluation program at NASA-Lewis Research Center.;
With the liner located adjacent to the injector, stability was obtained with
all three liner lengths.
In o_her tests at NASA-Lewis, Phillips (Ref.A-4)studied liner effects on
,,. stability with a liner composed of 2"/2 i,ndividual_ adjustable Helmholtz
resonators. He concluded that the dam_,.ing provided by the row of resonators 1
adjacent to the injector (row i) was d_t, _he neXt twe rows (rows 2 and
3) produced negligible dampln_ compared to the first. The remaining rows i
(rows _ through 8) contributed little or no damping, !
Generally it has been concluded from a_ of the forgoing results that a
partial length liner is more effective when located adjacent to the injector
than when located downstream. The test results cer_ s_ggest this effect;
176 ,
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however, an alternative is possible: the acoustic_properties (impedance and I
Jtiming) of any resonator are affected by position in the engine so that theliner_m_v be less effective for that reason. The liner design should be
adjusted for the new impedance and tuulug to give comparable damping.
i
Much of the foregoing work was done with mlcooled liners. However, several _:
programs have been conducted which were concerned largely with development
z of durable liners through the use of cooled configurations (including abla-
tive or self cooled). Garrison (Ref. A-5) evaluated transpiration_cooled,
film cooled, and ablative liners in a series of hot firings. The transpira-
= tion c_oled liner stabilized the engine whenno coolant flow was used but
_ became very unstable with low flow rate of hydrogen as transpiration coolant.
Similarly, with the film cooled configuration the engine stability was _
degraded by increased coolant flow. Full stability was only obtained with
no coolant flow. Some difficulties were encountered with the ablative liner .
as well but a stable configuration was found:
Garrison (Ref.A-6) has also evaluated a regeneratively cooled half-length
liner designed for use in Advanced Agena hardware. Dynamic stability was
demonstrated with the cooled liner and also with an uncooled version of it.
But an uucooled _-length liner was not sufficient to etabilize the engine.
In earlier work (Eel. A-7) a water cooled liner was successfully used.
i
J.?7
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A study was recently completed at AereJet (Ref. A-8) during which the feasi-
bility of acoustic liners for long duration firings was demonstrated. TWo
liners were demonstrated, one ablative and one-water-cooled confiEuration,
each with total test durations of > 600 seconds. F_ch of these liners was
comprised of two rows of Helmho!tz resonators. The ablative liner could be
described as a half-length liner while the water cooled liner was roughly
one-quarter length. The ablative liner was found to produce dynamic sta-
bility (but only one bomb test was made). On the other hands the water _l
cooled liner failed to damp a bomb disturbance, but adequate durability was
demonstrated. This program inclt:deda relatively lengthy evaluation of heat
transfer and material requirements.
Engine stability has also been obtained with somewhat different absorber _
arrangements in which one or a few rows of resonators were mounted along the ._
periphery of the injector. The acoustic cavity fits into this category.
Most of the work with thi_ absorber arrangement has been done at Rocketdyne.
However, some success was obtained by Senneff (Ref. A-9) with Helmholtz
resonators in the Bell Aerosystems counterparts of the Rocketdyne RS-I_ and
124ascent engines to be described below.
The Rocketdyne experience with acoustic absorbers of the acoustic-cavity type
is summarized in Table A-I. The absorbers used in the RS-IAj the R_-21 and
the LMascent (baffled) engines may be considered highly successful because
the absorber completely eliminated the stability problem and no other problems
have been encountered with it. The application to the FLOX-LPG research
4
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TABI_ A-I ROCKETDYNE APPLICATIONS OF ACOUST
Absorber Experlenced DesIgn Degree of
Engine Conflguratlon Mode Mode -- Success
RS-14 Post Boost single a_ally directed let tangential same excellent
Propulsion System quarter wave slots (9000 Hz)
Axial Engine (also
Re-21)
LM Ascent engine single row of quarter_ave 3rd tangential, same excellent
(with baffle) resonators ist radial
FLOX-LPG research single row of slot-like ist tangential & same_ reduced peak-t
engine Helmholtz resonators ist tangential- peak amplitudes
coupled mode from 200% to 3£
let longitudinal
LM Ascent engine- many quarterwave slot let tangential same excellent
acoustic cavity configurations (see main (3_00 Hz)
study text)
Extended Range Lance combination of "L" shaped _th & 6th same excellent
(XRL) Booster Helmholtz resonators tangential,
ist radial
Spartan Segment combination of quarterwave 5000 & 9000 Hz same, incomplete-
& Helmholtz resonators transverse modes substantial
improvement
RESA-5 slot-type quarterwave none let no instabilitl
resonator tangential experienced
J-2 - basic 85 "J"-shaped quarterwave 1750 Hz let same failed to
tubes tangential suppress
instability
J2-S intermediate-type resonator 4500 Hz injector 2rid failed to
at periphery of injector coupled mode tangential suppress -
(3300 Hz) 4500 Hz
oscillation
DTRM solid Helmholtz resonator around ist longitudinal same significantly
propellant motor nozzle entrance (700 Hz) improved
stability
FLEX_M sustainer single row of quarterwave ist tangential same no instabili-
resonators......................... (6500 Hz) ties after
absorber
XRL sustainer single row of Helm_oltz ist tangential same qualified
resonators (4500 Hz) success
* HeXes, W. G. : "Combustion Oscillations in a Dual Thruat Rocket Motor - A Status Report," Proc
CPIA Publication No. 192, Volume if, Chemical Propulgion Information Agency, December 1969, PP.
**Cordill, J. D._ et el, "Threttleable InJecto_ Design Criteria and iuJector/Thrus% Chamber Inter
Optlmization" Proceed!ngs of 12th JANNAF Liquid Propulsion MeetinK, CPIA No. 201_ Vol. II, Chem
zT,
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l ROCKETDYNEAPPLICATIONS OF ACOUSTIC CAVITIES
J,_ J ........ i -
Chamber Absorber Open
enced Design Degree of Propellant Thrust Pressure Area Relative to
a Mode Success Combination (ibf) (psia) Injector Area
.L| r _ _ .,
_.a, , ,. ....
_ential same excellent N204/MMH 300 125 7%
8ential, same excellent N204/50_N2N 4- 3500(vacuum) 122 5
lal umm
gential & same Ireduced peak-to- FLOX(80_ F.)/ 1500 to 5000 50 to 200
gential- peak amplitudes 55% CHj,-_5_ (sea level)
mode from 200% to 30% C2H6
Eitudinal
Eential same excellent N204/50%N2H4- 3500(vacuum) 122 18
") 50%
th same excellent IRFNA/UDMH --- 930 6_
ial,
ial
9000 Hz same incomplete- CTF/N2H4 _OO0(nominal) 500 to 700" ii &
rse modes substantial - 5.4
improvement
ist no instability IN204/50%N2H4- 1600 400 4.2
tangential experienced 50% UDMH
let same failed to LOX/GH2 205,000 to 715 to 780 _.8
Uial suppress 230,000
instability
injector 2nd failed to LOX/GH2 180,000 to .... 850 to 12_0 5
mode 'tangential suppress - 265 _000
(3300 4500Hz
oscillation
itudinal same significantly AP/CTPB/AI * ' *
improved
stability
_ential same no instabili- iCPF/M_F-7 ** ** 8
_) ties after
absorber
genti_l same qualified IRFNA-UDMH --- 900 i0
z) Success .....
• __ "-- nm " i ''
Rocket Motor - A Status Report," Proceedings of 6th ICRPG Combustion Conference,
nformation Agency, December 1969, PP. i0.-i14.
rla and Injector/Thrust Chamber Interaction Techniques for Rocket Engine Performance
_, CPIA No. 201, Vol. II, Chemical Propulsion Information Agency, Silver Spring, Maryland.
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engine was not completel_ successful because instability amplitudes of _ 30
percent of chamber pressure peak to peak were experienced with the absorber;
however, this wa___88a significant inprovement because amplitudes _ 200 percent
of chamber pressure were experienced without the absorber. During the I_
Ascent Engine Acoustic Cavity Study, which was the forerunner of the current
program_ dynamic stability was demonstrated with five somewhat different
cavity configurations and with an unbaffled version of the LM ascent engine
in_ec_or___F_r the XRL booster e_gine a completely successful absorber was
developed to_suppress several modes of instability encountered in earlier
tests; the absorber is used in conjunction with a four-bladed baffle. The
absorber used in the highly unstable Spartan segment was partia_ success-
ful in that the incidence rate of instability was reduced with the absorber
but the problem was not eliminated. The absorber used in the RESA-5 was _
included a_ a precautionary measure; no instability_occurred but no tests
were made without it. The remaluing engines shown in Table A-I were less
than completely successful for one reason or another. The absorber used in ...._
the O-2 basic engine failed, perhaps because of inadequate open area of the
absorber or inadequate coolant flow through the absorber; oDl_ one configura-
\
tion was tested. The J2-S absorber failed to suppress an unusual '_uzz"
mode of instability with a frequency of _500 Hz; however, that absorber was
actua_ designed to suppress a bomb-induced second tangential mode (3300 Hz )
experienced during some tests. The absorber used in the D_RM solld-prope_t
motor gave promising result_ but a satisfactory design was not obtained, in
part_ because of structural failures, No instabilities have been encountered
wi_h the FLEXF_ engine containing an absorber but neither has the need for
it been demo,lstrated. The absorber in the XRL sustainer engine has signifi-
cantly improved the stability of the engine but some further i_preve_ents would ,_
be desirable (although not required).
180
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2_7 of the absorbers shown in Table A-I have required no special cooling.
The absorber designs used in the J-2 basic and J2-S engines included a
hydregen purge intended to control the gas properties within theabsorber
rather than cool them. The absorbers in both XgL enEine are machined into
the ablative chamber well material. The absorber used in the _partan seg- !
ment required water cooling, however. !
Absorber Design Procedures
Generally absorbers have bsen designed, from a stability standpoints by
selecting a configuration believed to provide sufficient damping based !_
on some calculation of the damping produced by the absorber. One way of
estimating this damping is to calculate a temporal damping coefficient, as i_
described for acoustic cavities in the main text of this report. A similar _'
calculation for acoustic liners is described in Reference A-10........Asecond "_
?
means of estimating the damping provided by an absorber is to calculate an
absorption coefficient, which has been widely used for the design of liners.
Calculation of the absorption coefficient is described by Garrison (Ref. A-If).
However, there has been some disagreement among various investigators con-
cerning the usefulness of the absorption coefficient (Ref. A-12). This
question is less important for single rows of resonators, such as acoustic
cavities, because the absorption coefficient must be based on an arbitrary
area in this case and, therefore, should not be used (c.f. Ref. A-13).
181
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Priem and Rice (Ref. A-IA) and Phillips (Ref. A-15) have analyzed the damping
produced by an acoustic liner. Both analyses resemble, to some extent at
least, the temporal damping coefficient calculations. Zinn (Ref. A-16),
Sirignano (Ref. A-17) and Smith, et. al. (Ref. A-18) suggest that liners be
designed by maximizing the real part of the liner acoustic admittance. How-
ever, this recommendation results from considerations similar to, but more
restrictive than, the damping coefficient calculation. _
ABSORBERIMPEDANCE iI
The acoustic impedance of the absorber elements may be written as
Za = R + JX " A-I .
where R ris the resistance and X is the reactance. Each of these components
has been the subject to considerable study; however, a complete understanding
of their behavior under motor conditions.is not yet available. Each is _h, i
affected by the steady flow conditions, the temperature distribution and the
local pressure amp'14tude. However, the amplitude dependence of the reactance
\
term is small and it is adequately described, at least in form, by a _inear
(low-amplitude) expression.
The impedance for a Helmholtz resonator may be well approximated as
za = zA + zc A-2
_ where zA is an impedance for the aperture and zc is an impedance for the
resonator cavltp.
182'
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Cavitv lmgedance
The impedance of a simple resonator cavity is well known and is given by
7% S
z = -j A-3
C _V
4
where V is the volume ol the cavity, _ is the angular frequency, S is the
cross-sectional area of the aperture, and c2 = 7P/P is the isentropic
sound velocity in the cavity. Equation A-3 applies if all dimensions of the
cavity are small compared to a wavelength (Based on the local sound velocity).
Y
I_ the depth of the cavity does not meet this restriction, and the cavity
is cylindrical or rectangular in shape, Eq. A-3 may be replaced by
Zc = .j pcS cot_L A-4 _"
where A is the cross-sectional area of the cavity and L is the cavity depth.
Equation A-4 is readily obtained by solving the wave equation for the cavity.
For small arguments, Eq. A-4 is equivalent to Eq. A-3. Equation A-4 was
obtained by using a short wavelength approximation.
Aperture Reactance
The reactance of the aperture in a Helmholtz resonator which is short com-
pared to a wave length may be written as
XA -- PA_ _e A'5
= _ + 8 the effective aperture length; PA is the time-averagedwhere _e
density in the aperture; and _ is the eagttlarfrequency of the oscillation. ,
L
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The effective aperture length is obtained by adding a mass end correction, _ ,
to the physical length.
The mass end correction depends on both amplitude and stead_vflow velocities;
for low amplitudes and with no flow, this end correction is usually written as !
6L = 0.85 DA (I - 0.7V_I) A-6 i_!
Equation A-6 is based on the analysis of Ingard (Ref.A-19)and should be
i
restricted to _I < 0.16.
Atsufficient_y high amplitudes and/or with high throug_ flow velocities the
end correction diminishes to a value near half the linear value (Ref. A-20 _,
throughA-22). Based on the theoretical work of Westervelt (Ref. A-23), a _
limiting value of 3/8 6L is often reference_. Some confusion has pre-
viously arisen in application of the Westervelt factor, because of the failure
to distinguish between sharp-edged and finite-length orifices. That is, at
times the factor 3/8 has been applied to the linear effective length for a
finite length orifice rather than only to the linear end correction, this
correction being ap_ropria..te for....sh_e.dgee.orif:Lces....:o_, ......................................................................
The effect of steac4vcross flow is .lessclear; however, at least qualitativelp,
it appears the cross flow tends to sweep away the normal end correction on
.!
the side with flow,...If the outside end correction is eompletel_ swept awa_
by the stea_ flew, the end correctien should be _
6CF = 0.85 DA (0.5 - U_) A-7
u
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(the correction for 0_ pertains only to the cavity-side end correction).
Phillips (Ref.A_2)suggests the use of
3
i_ _¢F- _ _L A-8
I |
which la reasonably compatible with Eq. A-7. Further, Phillips has found
the commonly used correction (Ref.A-22),which is based on the work of Mschel,
et al (Ref.A-2), to be excessive.
An end correction, for high amplitudes with steady through and/or cross
flow, of
6 -- 0.85 DA (0.5 - 0.7,/0-1) A-9
appears to be a reasonable representation of the latest results.
For noncircular apertures, a similar expression should apply. It appears
Eq. A-9 should be generalized to
6 = 0.96 ($A)1/2 (0.5 - 0.TV/-O t) 01< 0.16 A-IO
..)
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Absorber Reactanc_e
The reactance of an ordinary Helmholtz resonator is (the sum of the aperture
and cavity reactancee)
yp S
. X - PA _ _e _ V
A-11
i.
where
i.
- . _0 = _A '_e_/ = Ca S-_-eV
T
The reactance of a quarterwave resonator_ for a partitioned cavity, is
X = -PACA cot. CA A-Z2
,,
where _ is the effective length of the slot.
Ap, Ree_!st,oe
The resistaneeof absorberelementsis eubstantia_ affected_¥ the local
pressureamplitude,and b7 the stead_-flowenvironment. In the amplitude
range of interestfor absorberdesign,the resistanceof Helmholtzand qua_-
terwave reSonaters is dominated by high amplitude effeots_ ._the..viscous..losses ............................
be:_ genera_ ne_llgiblein conq_arlaon.
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Much of the early work on acoustic liners was based on the work of Ingard.
_gard measured the aperture impedance of an orifice in the nonlinear range.
He chose to correlate his data in terms of nonlinear end corrections and
found %he_neslstance end correction, _n_/D , varied with velocity amplitude
in the aperture or the displacement amplitude, depending upon whether or not
_J
the displacement amp)_ttudewas comparable to the aperture length. Similar i_
effects were found with the nonlineaz _ mass end correction. InEard's data I
were reasonably well correlated in this fashion. He attributed the observed
nonlinear effects to turbulence. He did notj however, develop an analytical
model fnr_these effects, and his correlation was simply a means of repre-
senting the data. He did not show the correlation to be valid for conditions
other__than_thoae__s_ing in his apparatus (&It at ambient conditions).
Later work by Hlackman (Ref.A-24)on Helmholtzresonators and by Garrison
(Ref.A-2,A-25,A-26) has been based on the Ingard work. Furthermore, most _
existing liner designs have been developed on this basis. However, more
recent work clearly sh_ a more appropriate formulation. \
Recently Ingard has re-examlned the nonlinear problem (Ref.A-20). He has
carried out additional experiments using a somewhat different technique. He
was able to show good correlation between his latest dataj his earlier data,
the results of Sivian (Ref.A-27)and those of Hies and Wilson (Ref. A-28).
Furthermore_ all of these data for the aperture resistance, R 9 are well
187
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described at high amplitudes by the exPreuion
R = PA Q A,,13
where _ is the velocity amplitude in the aperture. An equation of this
form was originally proposed by Sivian (RefoA-27)in 1935. Ingard (as did
Sivian) indicates this result, Eq. A-13, might be expected on the basis of
Bernoulli'_ equation. Phillips (Ref.A-29)has experimentally confirmed Eq. A-13.
Zinn (Ref.A-16)and Sirignano (Ref.A-17)have examined the problem ana_ically.
i.... Their results agree with each other except for a numerical coefficient, and
_. they agree with the form of Eq. A-13. The same form can be obtained by a
quasisteady approximation and the equation for etead_ flow through an ori-
fice (Ref.A-35) Tonon (Ref.A-36)has recently reported an analytical treat-
ment of Helmholtz resonators.
It is li_ely...that a discharge coefficient for oscillatory flow should be
included in equations of the form of Eq, A-13. Garrison (Ref.All)has ob-
tained a good correlation of. this acoustic resistance data by introducing
the etea_ flow value in the fore
^ 2
R= o.37p/cD A-l
Others have suggested the use of a discharge eoefficlent as well.
f
t
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The high amplituderesistanceof quarterwaveslots has been measuredat
Rocketdyne(Ref.A-30).The resistanceresultswere correlatedwith an ex-
pressions_ to Eq. A-!SJ i.e...........
R --P PA Q A-15
where, for the slot, F --0.6 was obtained. Thus, Eq. A-15 appea_sto be
the best availableexpressionfor the nonlinearresistanceof absorbers, _
where r = 0.37/% 2 for Helmholtzresonators.
Steady_throughflow has a similareffecton resistance. Ingard (Ref.A-20)
also measuredthe orificeimpedancefor this condition. His resultsare .l.
givens at high velocities,by the expression
:_ R = PA U A-16 !
where U is the steadyflow velocityip the aperture,and _ << U .
G ison(ReZA PAU/C sedonhisda, whlch differs
somewhatfrom his earlierexpressionof Ref. A-34.
Ingard (Ref.A-21)suggeststhe followingapproximateequationfor use when
_ U.
R " OA 0 + toA U A-17
This equationlimits properlpPhillips(Ref.A-2_suggestsan expressionof
the same form but with the stead_-flewterm multipliedby 1.5.
The effects of steady cross flow (perpendic_ to the axis of the aperture)
are even less clear. Most liner designs have been based on the work of
Meyer, Mechel, et el (Ref. A-31snd_32). They found both components of the
impedance to be affected by the flow; the aperture resistance was found to !
increase _ cross-flow velocity. An interesting feature of this work is
that amp_lificationwas encountered in some regions of operation, but this
does not appear to be a proble_ in absorber work (Eel. A-33).
Recent work by Garrison (Ref.A-ll)led to the following empirical expression.
L
R : Ro (1 + 1.9 Mp) A-18
!¢
where Ro is the no-flow resistance. This differs from an earlier expression
reported by him (Ref.A_5). Phillip,s results (Ref.A-29)appear to. obey a '
similar relationship with a somewhat higher slope.
Garrison (Ref.A-34)also measured the aperture resistance with simultaneous
through and cross flows. He concluded the resistance was dominated by the _
through-flow effect and was adequately described b_ the through-flow ex-............... _
pression, except for very low thro,_h-flow velocities.
The effects of steady flow on the resistance of quarterwave resonators have not
been measured . How,_ver,it appears reasonable to assume the effects are
similar to those found with Helmholtz resonators.
19o
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Ho Fi in  mpedanceMeasurements
During several programs at Rocketdyne (Ref. A-lO and A-30) and at NASA-
Lewis (Ref.A-_ and__-2), and recently at PPafA_and %_itney (Ref.A-13),
oscillatory pressure measurements were made in the acoustic absorber to
determine, insofar as possible, the acoustic impedance that existed during
test firings of an engine. The technique is essentially that described by
Sivian (Ref.A-27). Related measurements were made by Crocco, et al (Ref. A-37).
Results from these measurements tend to be widely scattered because of diffi-
culties in making the appropriate measurements, although Garrison's results
show little _scatter (Ref.A-Z3). However, the technique is regarded as hlgk!y
, worthwhile because it provides information on the actual behavior_of..the ...............................
absorber during use; otherwise, cold-flow impedance data must be extrapolated.
i" i
With this technique, oscillatory pressure measurements are made et the open |
!
end and at the closed end of the absorber. These data are used to infer the
absorber impedance.
=AbsorberTen_eratur.eand Gas SamDlin_ MeasttT.ements............. :
The acoustic impedance_ and, in turn, the damping of an absorber is often
strongly dependent on the time-averaged temperature distribution within the
absorber. Considerable temperature data are now available; from these, some
conclusions can be drawn.
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The variations in measured temperatures are often rather large, indicating
these temperatures are far from uniform and that they are difficult to
measure, t_ithacoustic liners, the temperature varies with open area frac-
tion. "_olithquarterwave resonators, often, but not always, there is a strong
temperature gradient from the open to closed end of the cavity. Andj as
might be expected, the temperature varies with the propellant combination.
Temperature data from hydrogen/oxygen acoustic liner test firings may be
found in Ref.A-4,A-33,and A_ Simila_ datafrom LOX/RP-I firings may be
found in Ref_-38 and A-39. Similar data from N20_-UD_ (50-50) firings
i
may be found in Ref. A-2 ,A-22_ and A-30.
Temperature data from quarterwave-type absorbers with the N20_/N_A-UD_
(50-50) propellant combination may be found in Ref. A-30.
I
_ Some degree of temperature control can be exercised by purging the absorber !
with cold gas (Ref. A-22.
I
Gas sampling has been used to determine the gas composition within the !
absorber, which is important for design calculations. Garrison (Ref. A-5).
used a samp_ technique for ablative liners. Sampling measUrements were _
made in the Rocketdyne F-I and LM Aseent absorbers (Ref. A-38 and A-40)o
Phillips (Ref.A-4) employed gas samp_/ng in his work with the _/02 pro-
pellant combination. In each of these_cases, the gas composition was found
to be significantly different from that of the equillbrium combustion
products.
Ik
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Pressure probes were used in the F-I engine to measure the local gas
velocity (Ref. A-38).
Partitioned Absorbers
i
Partitions are commonly used in the resonator cavity of acoustic liners to
support the liner and to prevent hot-gas circulation into the cavity. _
Phillips (Ref.A-22)found the addition of three circumferentially directed I
partitions reduced the measured cavity temperature.
Y
Partitions are not needed for acoustic or damping reasons, if appropriate
impedance expressions are used. Partitions are desirable in slot-type ab-
sorbers to prevent overheating and erosion.
Desi_n_Amplitude ._
Some _mcertainty and confusion exists relative to the amplitude for which an _
absorber should be designed. Because of the impedance nonlinearities, the
predicted damping varies with amplitude. Further, should the absorber be
designed to damp (be most effective) a fully developed instability or, on
the other hand, damp the oscillation before it develops?
Most early liner calculations to date have been made with an arbitrarily
assumed "incident" amplitude of 190 db. The "incident" amplitude was assumed
to be half the local amplitude; thus, the 190-db level corresponds to a
local amplitude of 56 psi peak-to-peak. _:_
193
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Another amplitude which is believed to be more appropriat_ is a peak-to-peak
oscillation of 20 percent of chamber pressure (Ref_.A-IO and A-30). This
amplitude is based on the observation that the acoustlc_equations in use for
all damping calculations are not valid for higher amplitudes (Her. A-41).
Furthers it is the fractional amplitude rather than the absolute amplitude
that appears in the damping calculations.
In most cases an engine is regarded as stable if the peak-to-peak amplitudes
are less than lO_percent and, further, the combustion noise levels are at
least a few percent. Thus, it appears inappropriate to design an absorber
for peak-to-peak amplitudes less than a few percent or greater than 20 per-
cent of chamber pressure.
If 190-db level is arbitrarily employed for all chamber pressures, at low
chamber pressure the equations are invalid whereas at high chamber pressure
l the amplitude is below the noise level of the engine. I dwi th
!
In the usual sense, bandwidth refers to the frequency range over which an absorber _
is effective. A related characteristic is the temperature range over which
anabsorber is effective. General, itls considered desirable that an
absorber desigu have sufficient bandwidth to damp all instability modes that
might occur. S__Fj it is desirable the abeerber have sufficient d_p.in.g
over the entire temperature range_the absorber might experienee. However,
there is some danger that overall damping will be saerlficed in favor of ban_-
width to the extent the absorber will not be adequate in any range.
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. The most effective means of obtaining increased bandwidth is to employ
resonators with several resonant frequencies (Ref. A-34).With Helmholtz
resonators, the bandwidth (and temperature sensitivity) may be improved by
"" W
decreasing the aperture length. _
i
Coolln_ and Materials Selection _
There are few special coo_lingand materials selection requirements that are |
unique to acoustic absorbers. General_v2 standard thrust chamber design
techniques are effectively applied.
Often, no special cooling provisions are required for single-row absorbers " i_
mounted in the injector. In one case_ a thin layer of ablative is used on _:
the combustion side_
Studies of cooling techniques for acoustic liners are described in Ref.A-2 ,
A-7 ,A-25,A-34,A-39, and A-42. Garrison describes the principal experience
with cooling and thermal protection of liners in Ref._43. Several water-
cooled liners have been successfully tested.
There are some stability-related problems associated with film cooled and
transpiration cooled liners. According to Ref.A-25,the coolant flow tended
to decrease the stability of the engine. This effect is not understood but
may be associated with a convection of acouster energy into the system due
to the coolant flow (Ref. A-41). ,
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¢NOMENCLATURE FOR
APPENDIX A
A = absorption coefficient
c = isentropic sound velocity in chamber
ca _ Isentropic sound velocity in aperture t
B
CD = discharge coefficient
DA = aperture diameter
j = (.l)
= cavity or aperture length (depth)
_e = effective aperture length
L = resonator cavity length _-
Mp = Mach number of steady cross flow
Po = time average pressure
R = resistance .
SA = aperture cross-sectlonal area _
= amplitude of oscillatory velocity "
U = steady flow velocity
V = resonator volume )
X = reactance
Za = aperture impedance
Zc -- resonator cavity impedance
7 -- heat capacity ratio
U = resistance__coBfficient ._
= mass end correction
,._F = with cross.flow
8L = linear (low amplitude) mass end cormectlon
P = steady gas density in chamber
196
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PA = steady gas density in aperture
°'1 = fractional open area from resonator side
= angular frequency i
_o = resonant angular frequency i
J
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APPENDIX B CAVITY TEMPERATtrREDISTRIBUTIONS _
i
Calculation of the dampin E characteristics of acoustic slots requires t_hat I
P
the gas temperature distribution in the cavities be described with reasonable
accuracy,.......The analysis presented inthis appendix was made to develop a con-
• 7
sistent method of predicting temperature distribution in acoustic cavities as
r
- a f_nction of cavity dimensions, cavlt_ location, and propellant combination.
- As might be expected, the results of the analysis suggest that the injector
configuration is also a very important parameter, the effects of which cannot
as yet be described in a general manner. _
The temperature distribution within a cavity must be a function of the heat
transfer characteristics of the flow field within the cavity. The analysis
was begun by reviewing the literature concerning flow and heat transfer withlr
cavities and slots; the findings of this review are discussed in the following
paragraphs. In general, the data available in the literature were of limited
direct application to the present problem because they involved well-defined
external_gas flow fields rather than the accelerating, three-dimensionalp
two-phase flow field which prevails adjacent to a liquid rocket injector. The
literature survey is followed by derivation of a simplified model for the
cavity temperature distribution which is then .currelated with the exp.¢r_ental
data obtained during the full scale hot firings.
*Work done by W. S. Hines of Rocketdyne,
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i" LITERATURE SURVEY
The most pertinent repQrted investigations of flow and heat transfer in rec-
tangular cavities were those of Fox (Ref. B-I)_ Haugen and Dhanek (Ref. B-2_
t
B-3) and Burggrof (Ref. B-_). Other_rted studies ordinarily dealt with
e
high velocity flows and involved notches with aspect ratios (b/H) greater
than 1.5; therefore, their results were expected to have no more than limited
IiI" applicability to the present problem which involves aspect ratios less than i
unity.
Fox (Ref. 2) studied the heat transfer within notches of b/H between 0.25 and
1.75 with uniform free stream velocities ranging from 160 to 580 ft/sec. The
local heat transfer coefficient along the cavity walls (z)* defined as
(q/A)(z_ (B-l) ,
0.8
was found to very as u_ and z'"3 along the downstream wall of the cavity.
The cavity gas-temperature distributions were not measured at low aspect ratios
becauae_of experimental difficulties. HoweYer, the cavity gas-temperature
results for b/H --1.0 indicate that the cavit_ gas temperature is closer to
the main stream gas temperature than to the_wall temperature (even at the
bottom of the cavity) which Implies that most of the resistance to heat trans-
fer is in a film a_ the.._..l.
i
Coordinate z is measured from the down stream llp of the cavity with the
positive z direction taken into the cavity.
2o5
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I Haugen (Ref. B-2, B-3) analyzed turbulent flow and heat_transfer in rectangular
cavities. He supported his analysis with measurements of pressure recovery
coefficients, of heat transfer coefficients along the cavity wall and of gas
temperature profiles within the cavity. Haugen also perf.ormedflow visualiza-
tion experiments which indicated that the flow within the cavity has a cellular
eddy structure of the type shown in Fig, B-l. Because of the pre_ence of ,
_: these eddies_ the temperature distribution has a stepwise variation with cavity :_
depth as shown in Fig. 2A_which was taken _om Ref. B-2. Haugen only reported _
his calculated velocity and temperature distributions to depths (y/b) less than
1.0; however, to those depths, the agreement between experimental and calculated
distributions was excellent, Haugen showed both aual_ica_ and experimentally
that the flow and heat transfer within the cavity were functions of the boundary
layer thickness upstream of the cavity, i.e. of the main stream flow. i_i
Burggrof (Ref. B-A) analyzed the velocity and temperature distributions in a
square cross section cavity. A modification of his expression,
A = 3 turbulent
was used by Haug@u to define the average te_pera'turein the ,,inviscidcore" of-
the cavity defined by the counter_rotating eddies of Fig. B-1.
The cavity gas temperature defined by Eq. _2 is near_ uniform. This does
not agree with the experimental temperature distribution obtained by Haugen as
shown in Fig, B-2. It deflnlte_V does not a_cee with the acoustic cavity
te_pe_._aturedistribution data fr_n the present prolram as exemplified in Fig. _-3.
2O6
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The probable reasons for the lack of agreement with the acoustic cavity data
are the previously mentioned differences in the main _ field conditions.
Howexer_ even for a _ell defined external flow field, Eq. B-2 cannoL_he_applied
for very deep cavities, since it predicts a limiting value of A' "5 for the
!
dimensionless temperature rather than unity. _
|
ACOUSTIC CAVITY TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
1
The p_e of this section is to describe the derivation of a relation for
temperature within an acoustic cavity which provides a simple, yet plausible,
correlation for the experimental temperature profiles shown in Fig. B-3 and
which can be adapted for correlation of more extensive temperature data when
available.
Because the acoustic slot is located next to the injector face where the
degree of combustion is unknown, there is actually little that is well defined
about the problem except for the cavity dimensions. Therefore, a simplified
model was used wherein only one-dimensional heat conduction was considered but
the coefficients were treated as empirical parameters. For the cavity con-
figuration shown in Fig. B-A, the thermal energy equation is
2O8
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Figure B-4 MOI_L FOR VOLUMETRIC HEAT GENERATION TERM IN ACOUSTIC
CAVITY BASED UPON EVAPORATION AND IECOMPOSITION OF
ENTRAINED FUEL FILM COOLANT
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where
kT(Y) is the total thermal conductivity for heat transfer through
the cavity_gas which is assumed to include molecular thermal con-
ductivity, the eddy conductivity and any_recirculatluE cavity flow......................................_'_
i'
Q(y) is the volumetric heat generation in the cavity gas which is
assumed to include combustion, monopropellant decomposition, and '_|
evaporation. It may, therefore, be positive or negative. !
spray
Employing two simplifying assumption that _
d kT(Y)I
-_constant- -_ or kT- kToe°_y
hg(y)
which do not appear unreasonable (at least for limited ranges of y) from the
usual convection theory.
The differential equation may be written as
c12e+ _cle _e o(y)
210
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and _(H) is asst_ed constant.
The coefficients _ and _ and the "catch-all" function G are yet to be
deter'_ned. Solution of the homogeneous equation is
-c2Y +c4y
e = cle + c3 e (B-5) .
where c2 = . g_ _ _22 + 4_
f
' %- "_+ 2
Because e must be bounded, C3 = 0. Thus, with no heat source (G = 0),
then
Haugen (Ref. &) separated the flow in and around a cavity into three zones:
(a) the free stream Outside the cavity (b) the mi_ zone or shear layer
and (c) the inviseid cavity flow. The eddy dlffusivity _ was different in
each zone. Altheugh a well defined shear layer probabl_ does not exist
211
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immediately, downstream of an injector, the acoustic cavity temperature data
suggest that at least two zones should be considered for the cavity flow
field:
For zone i (0 < y _<yl)
L e = Soe'c°y
(YZ< y) !
For zone 2
-.%(y-yz) -(Co-C2)Yze-C2y
e = ele = eoe
Haugen defined the thickness of the shear layer in terms of a free pla ar Jet :_
Yz -- "o88x , .-9) !)
£
In the present problem, where a well defined free stream velocity does not
exist and the temperature field is considered one-dimensionalp the boundary
between zones i and 2 will be definedj for convenleflce_as
y, = b/2
This corresponds approximately to one half the size of the cellular eddies of
Fig. B-I_ i,e., to the maximum plausible size of .at_ layer corresponding to a
shear layer.
I
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Examination of Eq. B-7, B-8, and B-9 together with the data shown in Fig. B-3
demonstrate the need for heat generation term, Q. Any relation based strictlp
upon one-dimensional transport of sensible energy from the main flow will
result in prediction of a monotonic temperature decrease through the cavitM,
a prediction which is at variance with the data.
The physical model to be employed in the calculation for the heat generation ,,_
term Q asstlmesthat a small amount of fuel film coolau_ or propellant
spray is deflected into the cavity where it evaporates_and then reacts either
indothermlcally or exothermlcal_ (Fig. B-5). Because thadependence of Q
on y is unknown except that it must approach zero as y becomes large the
following simple function is arbitrarilp selected:
Q = Y'e'_Y; G = Me"c4y
The corresponding solution of the differential equation
e= eoe"c°y+ %e-%y y __b/2 (_-10-a)
-(Co-C2)b/2 -c2Y "c4Y
e= eoe e e y >b/2 (B-lO-b)
where the coefficients c3 and c4 differ from those used previously (and
then eliminated).
4
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The form of F_. B-IO is well suited for simple correlation with limited
experimentalcavitytemp_ratur_data, althoughit cannotprovideas accurate
(or theoreticallysound)a correlationas more complicatedheat generation
expressions, e.g.,
-_iy -_2Y
Q = Vie _
e'_3Y
Q = V3y :_
which functionally permit the heat generation to exhibit a maximum. SimilarlF,
-_ when_sufficientdata are available,the analpsisshouldbe made two-dimensional
within the cavity.
CORRELATIONOF EXPERIMENTALDATA
The constantsin the cavitytemperaturedistributionrelation (Eq.8a and 8b)
•" were obtainedby curve fittingthe temperaturedata obtainedfrom theshort •
durationmotor firingsdescribedearlier"in this report. A varietyof cavity _
configurations were tested. Taaperatures were measured with tungsten rherLium
thermocouplaprobesplaced in the cavity. Up to six local measurementsof
temperatureware made within a cavity at depths of O.l-, 0.2-, 0.3-j 0.6-,
0.9-_ and 1.2-inchfrom the apertureopeningin the chamberwall. Measured
temperatures for the radial cavity configurations of Table 7 are listed in
Table B-L
J_
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TABLE B-I
EXPERIMENTALACOUSTICCAVTTYT_ERATURE DATA
i
_ _ Cavlty Tg 1 Tg 2 Tg 3 Tg 4 Tg 5 "-[ Tg 6
iConflguratlon 0.i inch 0.2 inch 0.3 inch 0.6_tnch 0.9 inch I i-_ Inch I
22 4 222h 19o4 2513 1994 18o9 18_6
24 : 2252 1856 2_36 2027 18o6 1776
25 _ 2075 18o4 2316 1921 1631 1622
26 2135 1814 2476 2o14 1815 1823
27 2161 1883 2505 2070 1841 1788
28 5 1916 1672 2336 1753 1875 1788
29 2063 1776 2458 1802 1961 188_
30 2198 1879 2560 1853 2o_2 2004
31 2O30 1751 2458 1826 1971 1921
_7 6 2869 2785 3214 2106 1537 2031 _
_8 2797 2091 3196 2129 1558 2058
49 2771 2730 3219 2138 1600 2049
74 2791 2563 3021 2385 1568 2169
75 2811 2652 3146 2591 1658 227.8 f6 i 7_@9 31 02_ 12 61 ]2
32 7 1715 1713 1936 1730 1333 140&
33 _ 175_ 1795 19_9 1800 140_ 152734 1796 1893 201_ 1922 1533 1584
38 12 1780 187_ 2o7_ 1712 1699 15_ |39 / 1779 1849 1905 1621 1661 15o4 !
_o _ 1808 1895 1778 1718 1698 1521
hh 13 1936 1760 1917 1761 1560 1763 _,_
_5 _ 195_ 1831 2103 1802 1583 172546 89 7 7 1788 719 62 10 !
56 15 3021 2293 1447 1223 1217 1076
57 ' 28_8 2193 1345 1307 902 812
58 _ 2647 2199 I12_ 882 700 613
3oo
52 3019 859
9 69_ 1613 l&8O 977 llOh i_66_
1815 1636
63 _ 1119 16456_ 1017 1636 1882 1817 1475 , 1532
--'68 ii 150_ 1319 1778 2017 1767 1636
_ 1807 2088 - -15o5 ..........
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A number of factors limited the effectiveness of the correlation between
Eq. B-IO and the da'r.ain Table B-I.First, steady state was_masmned while the
data were obtained firm short duration flrlr_ and, therefore, must represent
_ a transient heat tr_mfer situation. Because the probe temperatures leveled
off at essentially constant values in a fraction of a second, the assumption
was made that the hea_ transfer coefficient between the cavity gas and the
'i
cavity walls was much lower than the coefficient between the cavity gas and....
i i
the main streem and, moreover, was low in absolute magnitude. This implies
a quasisteady condition for the cavity gas and also implies a cavity wall
• Y
k.
temperature near the original value; a cavity wall temperature of 100°F was,
therefore, assumed for use in the parameter. Second,F, the thermocouple
probes were all inserted the same diste_ce from the upstream cavity walls*, r_
Any two-dimensior_l effects associated with the type of eddy structures shown _ _!
in Fig. B-I are, therefore, not _ described. Finally, the temperature of _
the combustion gas and the spray concentration in the main chamber immediatel_ r
outside the aperture opening are also unknown. ...........:
Because of these factors, a number of simplifications were u_ed in. the data
correlation. _he gas temperature at y --0 (the aperture opening) was ob-
served to be 5200°F_for alI the cavities, i.e., at approxlmatel_ the therao-
dynamic flame temperature for the bulk _Ixture ratio. This specifies eo of
Eq. B-IO to be 5100°F. • The heat generation turn was ass_ed to be essentially
zero for y gre_at_erthan b; therefor% the coefficient C2 was evaluated from
the slope of the best-flt straight line on semilogorlt_Ic coordinates th_
the experimental e(y) for y greater than b, Because the range ef the ex-
_L
perimentat data was.limited, the aorrelation was based upon an arbitrary single .
_pstream is definod as being the side of the cavi.t_ closest to t_e injector.
00000005
value of c3° An indication of the wall temperature was obtained from the
erosion characteristics of an ablative chambe._using the same injector. These
characteristics indicate that the gas temperature at the wall was at least
equal to the melting temperature of the phenolic refrasil (approximately
3AOO°F); therefore_ c3 was taken to be i
P
eo + c3 = 3300°F
e3 = "I800°F i
The coefficients c3 and c4 were then chosen from the temperature plots
(sea/logarithmic) to give a satisfactory fit to the experimental data.
The resultant coefficients are listed in Table B-2. The corresponding tempera-
!
ture distributions are compared with experimental temperatures in Fig. B-6 -
B-13. As might be expected, c2 and c4 vary inversel_ with cavity length b,
because they should be approximatel_ inversely proportional to Across which
P
is nearl_,proportional to b. Similarl_, the decay of the temperatures with
increasing depth (larger values of c2 and c4 ) becomes greater with in.. _
creasing distance from the injector. This is expected because the main corn-
bastion gas flow outside the cavity mere closely resembles one-dimensional
stream _ith a thinner shear layer at the cavity opening.
Examinatien of Fig, B-6 - B-13 shows that Eq. B-lOrepresents the data fair_v
well at y > b , but the a_reement is poor for y < b.__The agreement is par-
ticularly poor for the thermecouple at y = O.l-inch. Better agreement could
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be obtained by manipu_ting coefficients co and c4 in Eq. B-IO-9; however,
it is likely that the temperature indicated by the the_mocouple at y - O.l-
inch is lower than the desired mean temperature across the cavity cross
section at this depth. The thermocouples were introduced into the cavity from
the upstream wall with the exposed Junctions uniforml_ located a distance of
0.2-inch from the upstream wall. Because of the relatively high conductivity
of the thermocouple material, the Junction should indicate a mean temperature !
for the cross section from the tip back to the upstream wall. This mean
temperature will be substantially lower than the desired average temperature, i
because of the circulation patterns in the cavity, for the overall cavity
cross section at the given value of y. According to the temperature data
obtained by Fox (Ref. B-2), this variance may be particularly significant in I_
the region Just beneath the upstream llfe of the cavity which is near the
thermocouple at y = 0.i*. The effect of distance from the upstream wall is
due to the mixing layer, which has a thickness proportional to the distance
from the upstream wall, as defined by Eq. B-9.
\
A reasonable method is needed for predicting the approximate values of the
coefficients Co, C2, and C_ in terms of the flow and geometry parameters !
which are expected to define them. From_Eq, B,5 the coefficients Co and C2 _F
are e_pected to depend on the crosa-sectional area of the slot. In fact,
when kT is independent of cavit_ depth y , CO and C2 should be inversely :_
proportienal to the alot width b. Similarly, because the thickness of the
= _- w i
In Fox's measurements_ temperatures were high near the upstream wall
because the experiments represent heat transfer from a heated wall to _ cold
gas. The direction of the heat transfer is the opposite in the acoustic
cavity.
222
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mixing or shear layer at the cavity inlet should be decreased by the presence ..........................................
of a well-defined axial flow .and chamber wall boundary layer, the coefficients
should increase with distance from the injector. Fig. B-13a, b, c show the
variation of the coefficients Co, C2, and C_ with slot width while Fig. B-16a,
b, c shows their variation with distance from the injector. The parametric
variations are approximately as expected. The variation in coefficient C_
with slot depth and location is similar to that for Co and C2. i_!
The curves shown in Fig. B_I3 and B-14 are not, by themselves, complete_y _:
sufficient to permit accurate prediction of cavity temperature distribution
because they may be specific to the given injector and they do not satisfy
the above-mentioned problem of the possible two-dlmensional _emperature dis-
tribution in a given cavity. However, these correlations provide a guide-
llne for estimating the temperature distributions.
21
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NOMENCLATURE FOR APPENDIX B
_ coefficient in Eq. 2
A area
Ac cross sectional area of cavity
b cavity length
co,cl,c2,c3,c_ coefficients _
G general function
h heat transfer coefficient
g
H cavity depth
kT turbulent conductivity
M coefficient
J
P perimeter .:
q.. heat flow
Q heat generation term _
T temperature
x distance in direction of gas flow
y distance into cavity
z distance along wall from downstream
_,_,7,_ lumped coefficients in Eq. B-4
Subscripts
g gas
w wall
o aty=O
mainstream
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